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WE MANUFACTURE MOULDED
AND SPECIAL RUBBER GOODS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND
CAN FURNISH ANY SPECIAL
RUBBER ARTICLE TO YOUR

SATISFACTION.

NEW YORK BELTING
& PACKING CO. LTD.

91-93 CHAMBERS STREET,
. NEW YORK.

Send for our large Catalogue " M " containing
94 pages, with useful information.
when writing please mention "Modern Elfintrios '

The "ELECTRO"-LYTIC BARE POINT DETECTOR
(PATENT PENDING)

OUP new "ELECTRO"-LYTIC
DETECTOR IS wi howt a ques-
tion the finest on the market
WITHOU I EXCEPTION.
Our Detector has all the good
qualities of a good Detector
but none of the bad ones.
Rverybody concec es that the
Electrolytic type exi els by tar
all other Detector, In sensi-
tiveness and our new type-

already
adopted
by two
of the
leading
wire less
compan-
ies-Is
without
doubt
the acme
of per-
fection.

Please
bear in mind that our new Detector has been designed for
bard commercial work, it is not an amateur contrivance.
Here are a few points: Hard rubber base in. thick, hard
rubber thumb nut t in. diameter, graphite -carbon cup mould-
ed in brass cup (under hydraulic pressure,) heavy cast
brass standard, etc. The most important part is that the
I -I0,000 inch Wollaston wire does not need to be soldered,
as in all other Detectors, a screw holds it in a unique manner.
1 he last 1-16 inch piece of wire is utilized, new wires in-
serted in to seconds, etc. By means of an ingenious plunger
movement, the fine wire is raised and lowered with greatest
precision-less than - to 000 inch at a time. I he wire can-
not turn in a circle, (as wires do, directly attached to thumb
screws,) it can only move up or down, not sideways, etc.
This has been found is of tremendous importance. ALLME rAL PARTS ARE HEAVILY SILVER PLATED, as
we found that silverplate is not attacked by fumes of the acid.
We also furnish bottle to hold acid, and and one pipette tofill acid in cup.

Introduction price, $ 1 . 5 0 By mail extra 12 cents
Write for new Pamphlet on this Detector.

Electro Importing Co., 86-Z W. Broadway, New York

"Modern Electrics" guarante
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ELECTRICITY

Girdles the Globe
It is the giant force of the Century.
Electricity offers larger rewards toPRACTICALLY trained followers

than any of the other professions.
Learn it and you have mastered

the most fascinating and BEST
PAID calling of to -day.

Our school, the most thoroughly
equipped in the United States,
teaches PRACTICAL ELECTRIC..

ITY in all its branches, and nothing else.
Individual instruction, day or evening

by skilled teachers.
Write for 64 p. illustrated book. It's free.

The New York Electrical Trade School
39% West 17th Street, New York

No connection with any other School or Institute.

When writing please mention "Modern Electria."
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wireless Station of the Great

Lakes Radio Telephone
Company on top of the

Nicholas Building, Tole-

do, Ohio. One of the
chain of stations now
being erected on the

Great Lakes. The
antenna reaches
up into the ether
about 500 fe e t
above the level
of Lake Erie.

VIr

The 2 K. W. apparatus

will transmit the e le c -

trical impulses at least

500 miles. The build-

ing is 18 stories in

height, and the Steel

tower stands 120

feet above the
roof.

trrir,g Trirplyntr
in its present stage of development offers a greater field for profitable investment than didthe Bell Telephone thirty years ago. One hundred dollars invested in Bell Telephone stock,when that company was starting to introduce its system, would have returned the fortunateowners

over two hundred thousand dollars.

Great Lakes Radio Telephone Company
using the DeForest Wireless System, (the first commercial Wireless Telephone Company) iserecting stations upon the Great Lakes, and plans to have over one hundred stationsand many hundred boats equipped during the coming season. If you can invest $10.00or more

a month write for full particulars.

THE ELLSWORTH COMPANY
49 Exchange Place, New York

THE CUT THIS OFF AND MAIL AT ONCE.
ELLSWORTH COMPANY

49 Exchange Place, New York
please send me full particulars relative to the Radio Wireless Telephone.

Name .............. ................................
Street Town State

When writing please mention "Modern Electries."
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TUNING COILS
From

$2.25
Up

Spark
Gaps
From

60c
Up

$4.00
-If it is Wireless we have it"

Only house in Washington, D. C. carrying
a COMPLETE line of Wireless experimental
apparatus in stock.

Come and look over our stock and judge
for yourself. Will gladly demonstrate all goods.

JOHN C. RAU
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

526 12th St N W. Washington, D. C.
All information free and good treatment assured

When writing please mention -Modern Electrics.'

Wireless Apparatus

Ceco Transformer-Closed Core Type

A 250 watt closed core transformer as powerful as the
ordinary 6 in spark induction coil for wireless work, and
costs but $30. It is especially adapted to tuned trans-
mitting circuits and can be run from any lamp socket
giving alternating current. We also build larger sizes up
to 10 kw. capacity at moderate prices. Complete parts for
a 50 mile tuned transmitting set consisting of 250 watt
transformer, large capacity glass plate condenser, oscillationtransformer with adjustable primary and secondary in-
ductances, and adjustable spark -gap making an accuratemodel of a modern commercial station complete for $60.

Send for our descriptive folder of experimental appara-tus for receiving and transmitting, including

Transformers Telephone Head Receivers
Tuners Condensers Oscillation Transformers

Detectors Spark -Gaps Potentiometers

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO.
730 Boylston Street BOSTON, MASS.
When writing please mention -Modern Electric's?'

PATENTs
TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIutiTs

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description

of your inventinfree search of the U. S. Patent Office records. forOur I- Our Books trailed Free to any address,
Send fthese books; the finest publications ever issued
for freerdistribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our illustrated eighty page uuide Book

is an invaluablebook of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechanicalmovements illustrated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS

Tells how to invent for profit and gives
history ofsuccessful inventions. Also list of Patent buyers.

WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list of Inventions Wanted

and sag.gestions concerning profitable fields of inventions.
Alsoinformation regarding prizes offered for inventions,

amongwhich is a
PRIZE OF ONE l'IILLION DOLLARS

offered for one invention and $10,00 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY

Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients
who have built up profitable enterprises founded upon pat.ents procured by us. Also indorsements from prominent
inventors, manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Goven
nors. etc.

WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENT'S INVENTIONS
FREE in a list of Sunday Newspapers with two million
circulation and in the World's Progress. Sample Copy Free.

Electrical Case a Specialty.

VICTOR J. EVANS& CO
(Formerly Evans, Wilkens & Co.)

Main Offices, 200 "F" Street, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

When writing please mention "Modern Menthes.'

Model Library Series
The Three Latest.

Static Electricity. Simple Ex-
periments in. By P. G. Bull.

(3 pages, 51 illustrations.

25cts.
The Wimshurst Machine. How

to Make and use it. By A.

W. Marshall. 112 pages,30

illustrations. 25cts.

Inventions. How to Protect, Sell

and Buy Them. A practical

instruction book for the I

ventor. By P. B. Wright'

114 pages. 25cts.

Our New List

Nearly 60 Books Sent
Free.

SKIN & CHAMBERLAIN,
N

v or},

Viectrio
"IsIodery

When writing please mention

123 0 Liberty St..
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The High Tension Transformer
By M. A. DEVINY.

The high tension alternating current
transformer for producing exceedingly
high potentials from a low potential
source of supply has been so perfected in
recent years that it is now rivaling the
induction coil for general experimental
purposes, and, owing to the many marked
advantages possessed by it over the or-
dinary type of induction coil, it is rapidly
supplanting the latter in nearly all of
the high powered long distance wireless
telegraph stations. The reasons for this
substitution are many ; it being chiefly due
to the extreme simplicity, high efficiency
and the possibility of construction so as
to obtain large outputs-three very im-
portant factors in connection with long
distance commercial transmission-
which are possessed by the transformer.
The principle upon which the device

operates is, no doubt, familiar to the ma-
j('iity of the readers of MODERN ELEC-
Tit,:), but, as is the case of all electro-
magnetic appliances, a thorough under-
standing of its action can only be ob-
tained by a complete mathematical analy-
sis of the considerations involved, but
for the benefit of those who have not
the

the subject, a brief summary of
me general operating principles may be
of interest.

The transformer in its simplest form
consists primarily of two electrically in-
lePendent coils of insulated wire, of any
:sired number of turns, which are
tricnind upon a closed iron ring in the
b:,,nner shown in Fig. 1. If a key and a
i);.`erY be connected in circuit with the
:larY coil P, and the terminals of the
v.,°ndary coil, S, be connected to a gal-
aonieter, a

va
momentary deflection of the

nometer needle will be observed

when the key K is depressed, while on re-
leasing it and opening the circuit, a de-
flection in the opposite direction will be
observed. This example of electro-mag-
netic induction may be explained as fol-
lows :

When the primary circuit is closed by
depressing the key, the battery current
in passing through the coil P strongly
magnetizing the core C, setting up in it
a magnetic flux which, in traversing the
core, necessarily passes through the coil
S. The sudden introduction of the mag-
netic lines of force into S induces in it an
electro-motive force, which, when the

Fig.

circuit is closed through the galvanome-
ter, gives rise to a momentary current
in it, thus causing a deflection of the
needle. When the key K is released,
however, the primary current ceases to
flow and the magnetism of the core van-
ishes ; the sudden withdrawal of the lines
of force from the secondary induces in it
an electro-motive force which will be of
opposite polarity to that produced when
the circuit was closed, and hence the cur-
rent produced will flow in the opposite
direction through the galvanometer and
thereby causing a reverse deflection

From this it is evident that if some
means were provided for continually
making and breaking the primary circuit
a sustained alternating current could be
obtained from the secondary winding.
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This is exactly the purpose of the inter-
rupter in the primary circuit of the or-
dinary induction coil which, when no
condenser is shunted across the vibrator
terminals, delivers a true alternating cur-
rent when the secondary circuit is closed.
If instead of employing an interrupter,
we were to connect the terminals of the
primary coil P directly across the line
supplying an alternating current of the
proper voltage and frequency as is shown
in Fig. 2, the variations in the magnitude
of the current through the various
portions of the cycle will cause cor-
responding variations in the magnetic flux
produced in the core with a consequent
variable induced electro-motive force in
the secondary.

The magnitude of the E. M. F. so in-
duced in S will be dependent upon the
amount of magnetism produced by the
primary, which in turn will be dependent
upon the strength of the primary current,

\ 0, and the E. M. F. will also depend upon
the number of turns composing the sec -

Fig. 2

ondary. By increasing the number of
turns in S the value of the induced elec-
tro-motive-force may be made anything
desired so long as sufficient insulation is
provided, and it will be found that the
ratio existing between the number of
turns in P and those comprising S is ex-
actly equal to the ratio of the electromo-
tive -forces of the two circuits. Thus,
for example, if it is desired to raise the
potential of a 100 -volt circuit to 1,000
volts, it is necessary that the secondary
coil of the transformer employed shall
have exactly ten times the number of
turns as the primary coil. But in having
ten times the number of turns, the sec-
ondary will also have ten times as much
resistance and hence the current in S
will be only one -tenth of that in P. Thus
it can be seen that the current in each of
the coils is inversely proportional to their
voltages and hence the energy of the two
circuits --neglecting the losses in trans-
formation-is equal, these principles be-
ing applicable whether the transformer
is used to raise or to lower the voltage of
the supply.

low resistance of the comparatievetlhyla.regry

of a solid ring of iron as irs

would induce in it an electro-P

small value, this would

Fig. 2, the current in the primary

in the secondary coil
for the same reasons that

large currents in it due to ,althoughof

If the cores of transformers
were

and, rini
give rise tov

one is

the exceedingly

the core

minwodteiievreae.force

mass of iron. This would cause

rrternelenc(liauditctslee,

to heat and thus greatly reducsecu
effi-

ciency of the device. In order
these "circulating" or

cores ofas they are called, the trans-
formers are invariably made up of very

all

thin sheets of soft iron which are careful-
ly insulated from each other and built

uplike the leaves of a book. The insulation
between these "laminae" consists usuallyn
of a coat of some good insulating varnish
or shellac and as the difference of poten-
tial between them is exceedingly small,
this insulation is generally more than suf-
ficient. This form of construction re-
duces the loss by eddy currents to such
an extent as to render it almost negli-
gible.

On account of the difficulty of winding
the wire on a circular magnetic circuit

the cores of transformers are usually

made rectangular in form, the coils being

form -wound and placed over two oppo-

site sides of the rectangle after which the

cores are then bolted together in the man-

ner shown in Fig. 3. In commer-

cial transformers, where maximum

efficiency is of extreme importance.
andone-half of each of the primary

secondary coils is usually wound ion

each limb, they being placed over each

other and carefully insulated. The order

of the primary and the secondary is also

reversed upon each of the limbs, thatt!se,

placed next to the core an _f

is put next to li.t,

on one limb the primary
core and the secondary placed over i,

darY 15
while on the other limb the secon

placed on top of it. This ddistthriebuPptroiiosnle7;

the two windings is forteh p

reducing the leakage of the magneti!rie'',

around the cores to a minimum and turthe

The continual reversal of

duced by

trans,

of

is pro
ntaglby causes all of it that

primary to be utilized to adva in the

o f the magnetism in the c0orfethoef

forces
generating electro-mot

17.
apolar ,.

nn -

former causes it to heat
considerablY itlst

less special precautions be taken ag3
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This is due to the friction between the
molecules of the iron constituting the core
;nd is known as "hysteresis," or mag-
netic friction. It is dependent upon the
nnality of the iron used in making the
clre and to the degree of magnetization

Produced
by the current, and it can only

reduced by using a core of large cross-
section and by employing the softest
grade of iron that is obtainable.

C P $

the E. M. F. of the line and the counterE. M. F. or the self induction of P itself,and therefore it will be of very smalllue. If, however, a load consisting of
some lamps or motors be connected to thesecondary a current will flow through itwhich will tend also to magnetize thecore just the same as P, but the magne-
tism so produced will be in opposition tothat produced by the primary and hencethe latter will be reduced slightly in val-
ue. This reduction will diminish the
number of magnetic lines of force pass-ing through P and the opposing or coun-
ter E. M. F. will therefore drop slightly,
thereby causing the difference between it
and the impressed E. M. F. from the line
to become greater, which will in turn in-
crease the value of the E. M. F. which
is effective in producing the current inP, and in this manner the more current
taken by S the greater will be the amount
that will flow into P.

In transformers designed for high po-
tential work thorough insulation is a very

Fig. 3

The action of the alternating current
transformer under varying conditions of
load is most remarkable. The primary coil
is often of very low ohmic resistance and
yet when it is connected across a com-
paratively high voltage source of supply
practically no current will flow into it
so long as the terminals of the secondary
are left open. As soon as a load is put
upon the secondary, however, current will
flow into it, the amount depending en-
tirely upon the current demanded by the
secondary load. This is due to the fol-
lowing causes:

When the primary circuit is closed
(Fig. 2), the alternating current rushes
into it, thereby producing a magnetic flux
In C which oscillates in unison with the
changes in the value of the currentthroughout the differentcycle.portions of the

This flux, while generating an
electro-motive-force in S, must, in trav-
ersing the core, necessarily also passthrough the primary P and in doing so

generates an E. M. F. also in the lat-
er. But this electro-motive force is di-
rectly opposed to that impressed uponfrom

the line and when S is open it is
nearly equal to it. Hence the current
lakeen by P under these conditions will be

llendent upon the difference between

Fig. 4

important factor and designers aim to
make this feature as perfect as possible.
The coils are very carefully insulated
from the cores and from each other and
in order to render the insulation still more
efficient the entire transformer is placed
in an iron tank which is then filled with
some good insulating mineral oil. The
oil, while greatly improving the insula-
tion covering the wire, is of great ad-
vantage in several other respects. It pos-
sesses the very desirable and important
property of automatically sealing any
puncture in the ordinary insulation
which might occur and at the same time
it also provides a most efficient method
of cooling the smaller sized transformers
by thermal convection.
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In high tension transformers for ex-

perimental use and for wireless telegraph

work, where extremely high efficiency is

of secondary importance, the coils are

wound in sections and are often mounted

separately on each of the two main limbs

of the core after the manner shown in

Fig. 4. This is done in order to further

improve the insulation and to render the

two circuits mechanically independent

and thereby greatly facilitating repairs

when necessary. Such transformers, how-

ever, are never wound to produce such

high voltage as those commonly obtained

from induction coils of equal output and

therefore the spark obtained from them

is never very long. From fifteen to forty
thousand volts is the usual secondary po-

tential for which the secondaries of wire-

less telegraph transformers are wound.

In some instances this is increased to as
high as 60,000 volts, but in many of the
smaller transformers even 10,000 volts

is sometimes employed. The spark ob-
tained is very short, but as the resistance

V' V' V III W.IF NI WIF

 A.. A. Aki& Ate,

Fig.

of the secondary is exceedingly low when
compared to the resistance of the second-
ary of an induction coil of the same ca-
pacity, the current obtained is relatively
very large and the spark that it produces
is thick and hot, thus rendering it of great
advantage for wireless transmission.
These transformers are never rated by
the length of the secondary spark but
their output is always expressed in kilo-
watts as in the case with commercial
transformers.

The high tension transformer requires
but very little care and attention after it
has once been installed and owing to its
simple and rugged construction and the
absence of all interrupters and other deli-
cate and troublesome adjuncts there is
practically nothing to it to get out of
order and cause annoyance. On the oth-
er hand, they are exceedingly dangerous
and must be handled with the greatest of
caution, as a shock caused by contact
with the secondary of even those of the

smallest sizes will very frequently
fatal. This is due to the cornpa-nliTc've
large current which is delivered by thesecondary

and for this reason extremele
care must be exercised in handling
whenTh ein operation.igh

of. the transformer

them

as compared to the induction Coil is

largely due to. the. .closed magnetic cir-
cuit upon which its coils are wound. This
forms a path of very low reluctance with
the result that a smaller amount of cur-

rent is required to produce the same num-

ber of lines of force than when the open
core, such as is necessary with induction
coils is used. However, some forms of
transformers for wireless. telegraph. pur-

poses have been designed. in .which an

open core such as. shown. in Fig. 5 was
used, and at one time this type was spe-

,-cified and used by the Bureau of Equip-
ment of the Navy Department. No ma-
terial advantage is gained by their use,
and owing to the higher efficiency of the

closed core type of construction it is still

by far the most widely used form.
In view of the large current obtainable

from the transformer, together with its

high efficiency it has displaced the induc-

tion coil in nearly all commercial ship

and shore stations capable of sending 100

miles or more. It is also considerably

used by experimental stations sending be-

low this distance and there can be but

little doubt that the near future will see

it installed in many amateur stations
of

moderate power.

UMBRELLA ANTENNA.

(By our Berlin Correspondent.)

The new wireless station at Nauell

(Germany) is one of the most powerful

in the world.
The antenna, which we reproduce

here

wi th, is of the so-called umbrella
tyP,e,

as its shape resembles an umbrella.

type

total height of the center mast
rs

-1°°

meters, from which the aerial
wires 1.3'

diate in all directions.
e aer.

The actual surface covered
by th

ial wires is 180,000 square feet'
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A New Idea in Push Buttons
By PIERRE MEDINGER.

perhaps
with the majority of electrical

IA installations,
several push buttons

37e usUally.
connected with this system.

with such
installations, if one desires to

know who is ringing the bell it becomes

ocessary to install a house call annun-

FI G 1.-
ciator. However, as the cost of such
apparatus is quite high and the same in-
variably costs more than the rest of the
installation, and as it also requires a
good deal more wire one very often takes
recourse to using several bells having
different sounds, or if this is not possible
one uses simply one bell and gives differ-
ent signals from the various push but-
tons, viz., from this room one rings
twice; from another room three times,
etc.

This method is, however, unreliable,
as such signals are easily forgotten and
it happens sometimes that instead of
Pushing the button once, two short con-
tacts are made, and the signals therefore
are everything but satisfactory. The
writer will describe below a few push
buttons which are entirely automatic,
4itch of which giving a certain signal.

the construction of such push but-
rits is very simple indeed, readers of
,DERN ELECTRICS without doubt°

'''°'conte the innovation.
ordinary push button, some

&

e,1

Ger-
mansilyer wire No. 18 or No. 20 B.

an a few b tacks, is all that isle d rass
'1(1 Take an ordinary push button

and lift up the lower spring B, Fig. 1.
The spring should not touch the wood
below. Directly under the wood insert
the brass tack C in the wood. From the
two inleading wires D and E, one con-
nects E with the spring A, and D on the
brass tack C.

The cover of the push button is then
screwed back, but not entirely, only about
half way down which is shown clearly
in Fig. 2. In this groove the German
silver wire is wound, about twenty to
thirty feet being needed. One end of
this wire is connected with the spring
B the other end with the wire D. This
finishes the push button. If now the but-
ton is depressed the upper spring A
touches the lower one B, and the cur-
rent is connected through the resistance
of the German silver wire: the bell will
ring faintly. Being pressed down fur-
thermore the spring B will touch the tack
C, and the current will pass through the
bell with its full strength as there is no
resistance in the circuit ; the bell there-
fore will ring loud. As soon as the
button goes back contact C B is brok-
en, contact B A still established, the bell
will ring faintly. If we replace the faint

GERMAN SILVER
WIRE
o.

-FIG 2.-

E_

ring with a dot the loud ring with a
dash, the push button will give the fol-
lowing signal : - - -

In connection with the second push
button just as easily constructed the
spring B is also lifted up but the brass
tack is pushed in the wood in such a
manner that the spring B will press
against its lower rim from underneath.
(One must be careful that the spring
A when going down will not touch the
tack.) By referring to Fig. 3, the Ger-
man silver wire is connected between the
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springs B and wire D. If now the
button is depressed, spring A will first
-touch the spring B, and the current goes
from A, B, C, D: the bell will ring
loud. During the next moment contact B
C is broken and the current will have
to pass through the German silver wire :
the bell will ring faintly. After the
button is released and B touches C
.-again the bell will sound loud. Signal:

No. 3 push button is easily construct-
ed the same as the one shown in Fig.
-3, however, one simply leaves away the
German silver wire resistance. This
button will give the following signal:- -

A fourth push button is made in the
manner of the first one, Fig. 2, however
one leaves away the contact C. On ac-
-count of the resistance which is in the
-circuit of the bell, same will ring faint.
Signal: -

For a fifth push button, one uses a

-Fla 3:- E.

-regular one without any alterations and
same consequently gives the following
signal: -

These five variations will probably do
in most cases, and the author who possi-
bly, like many more readers of MODERN
ELECTRICS, has been in the habit of in-
stalling electrical systems, has had ex-
cellent results from same.

WIRELESS BY COMPULSION.

Washington.-Another wireless bill,
more sweeping than any of those yet
introduced in the House, was presented
to -day by Representative McCall of Mas-
sachusetts. It provides that any ship
carrying passengers from or to any ports
in the United States, or between them,
shall be required to have a wireless out-
fit if any stage in the ship's itinerary is
100 miles or more.

The three bills bearing on this subject
will be given a hearing before the Mer-
chant Marine Committee within a few
days.

"ELECTRIC

When the pressure in a- ''AGE.

By EARLE WILLIAM
C:

reaches the danger point,
it would be apt to explode, the

whichsteam

opens a valve and escapes. Thus

furnishes also a refuge from it.

plays a somewhat similar part, for When

In a system of electric

sufficiently

the

shu the

breaks

very pressure that constitutes
the danger

wiring

are somewhat startling, but, like trhice
fuse

den hiss of steam from a safety vaslud.

present

causedstfuse

the current becomes
to do damage the fuse melts
the circuit. The noisemanedltsflash

strong

by the "burning out" of an elect

they are a sign of relief,ent\ovteeouf,
faysee,

danger. The likeness b
and a safety valve, however, is not quite
complete.

When the boiler pressure is lowered to

the safety point the valve closes and all
goes on as before. The burning out of
the fuse, on the contrary, cuts off the
current altogether, putting a stop to the
operation of the system until a new fuse
can be inserted.

A recently discovered property of some
metals, such as aluminum and magne-
sium, however, makes it possible to con-
struct a real electric safety valve, which

is already in use on transmission lines of

high voltage. If two aluminum plates be

immersed in any one of various liquids

and a current be sent through the combin-

ation the flow lasts only for a fraction

of a second, for an insulating oxide is

formed on the metal surfaces. An in-

crease in voltage causes a short resump-

tion of flow and another stoppage, clu_c,

to a thickening of the insulating lare

This goes on until the current reiaan11.0115

four hundred volts, when the insu

is permanently broken down.
'es this

By coupling several cells in seri

limiting voltage may be increasednot
de.

sired. Thus a series of ten 1;v11,1_, far

low the current to pass
freely b 7," ,.T0/1.

thousand volts. If such a seriet (1))eeL'erid

nected to a transmission line. av,Pdivert

drops below this limit, boiler,

greroiut
ni

d as s°°1and to the earth at the ohteh

part of the current to t

as the voltage exceeds fourthe pres5
iirethous

and "close up" again thuswn acting Pr

cisely like the safety valve I
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Accumulator Railroad.

The Prussian Imperial Railroad now
as in operation 19 trains of the type
shown in accompanying illustration.
These trains, composed of two cars, us -
ay, have in front and in the rear a
special tender carrying the storage bat-
teries which are used for the propulsion
of the odd looking "train."' These trains

383

are used a good deal on lines which carry
but few passengers, and also for the
quick despatch of mails and parcels. The
storage batteries are capable to carry the
train over a distance of about 100 kilo-
meters, each car having two electric mo-
tors furnishing 80 H. P. each. So far
the new cars have proved entirely suc-
cessful.

SINKING OF THE REPUBLIC.
The United Wireless Station at 42

Broadway, New York City, did very
ficient work in reporting news of the
Republic disaster to the various news -
lepers of the city. Not only did they
itep in touch with the course of events
from the time of the crash between the
fiorida and the Republic, through their
oPerator stationed on board the Standard
°il tug "City of Everett," whose offer

assistance was refused by Captain
4!alby of the Republic, although it is
)11 Ceded now that this might have saved

ship, but they were the first to give
'Ie news to the papers of the sinkingthe ship at 8.30 p. m., January 24th,

1 -CO Man's Land when in tow by the
:!enue cutter Gresham. In fact, record
%ne was made in the transmission of the

of the sinking of the ship. Mr.
siLeitar, d the operator on duty at New
t7i: Phoning the newspapers immedi-

cafter receiving the message and
liter knowing of the fact five minutes
kts tile ship went down. Fiftee min-later extras were already o

n
n the

SOCIETY OF WIRELESS TELE-
GRAPH ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of the Society of Wire-
less Telegraph Engineers held at 192 -
Bay State road, Boston, Mass., Jan. 4,
Dr. R. T. Wells delivered an address
on the subject of "The Inductance, Re-
sistance and Impedance of Telephones as
a Function of the Frequency of the Cur-
rent Actuating Them."

Mr. Sewall Cabot spoke upon the
power rating of wireless telegraph sta-
tions, and Mr. John S. Stone spoke on
the audibility of wireless telegraph sig-
nals in their relation to the spark fre-
quency at the transmitting station. He
gave the results of a mathematical in-
quiry which indicates that the audibility
of wireless telegraph signals is more a
function of the harmonics than of the
fundamental of the wave -train fre-
quency.

The next meeting of the society will
be held on Feb. 1, when Mr. C. E. Rus-
sell will present a paper on the subject
of a "New Magnetic Detector," and
Mr. E. D. Forbes another on "The Sing-
ing Arc."
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EDITORIALS.
At last wireless telegraphy has had

its real christening. For the first time
in history, due directly to wireless teleg-
raphy a terrible disaster was averted
and close to 500 human beings are now
alive instead of resting on the bottom of
the ocean, like so many. others, before
the days of wireless.

Only a few weeks ago there werepeople who doubted the practicablit--anY
usefulness of wireless. In fact the

a

lic at large rather had an idea th tewPirb-
less was a scientific toy, and one"

a
nothing but a diversion for passengers11
who had too much money to spend b'
sending telegrams, "which never arrived
at their destination, anyway."

All this has been changed in less thana week. Wireless has at last become
public property, a position which it wasdenied for years. It has stood the fire
test and has emerged from it gloriously.

Accidents such as the one just witness.
ed when the steamer Florida collided
with the ill-fated Republic will soon be-
come a thing of the past, thanks to wire.
less. Already the U. S. Government has
taken steps to make wireless compulsory
on ocean ships and other Governments
will undoubtedly follow soon, as the tre-
mendous importance of the subject has at
last been realized.

However, when talking of the Repub-
lic, let us not forget its gallant wireless
operator, John Robinson Binns, the now
famous "C. Q. D." man. It was due
chiefly to his efforts that the passengers
of the Republic were saved so prompt-
ly without the loss of a single life. He

has set an unforgetable example to all

wireless ship operators and has shown

us what the duties of the operator are
when his ship is sinking. His story w1.1

be found elsewhere.

The announcement of the Wireless

Association of America in the January

number has brought such an avalanche

of mail that it is impossible at this date

of writing to do the entire correspond-

ence justice. Members and prospective

members will please have patience, aP

letters will be answered as fast as it is

possible to write them. Apologies are also

due new members who ordered the ass

ciation button after Janua,rY 15. nApsn

stated in the January issue only 1,u,

buttons were ordered ; this entire among'

had been mailed at about the 15th,
and

the second thousand could only se5reship-

out by January 26th. The delay de -

ping was unavoidable, as the great, the

mand had not been anticipated,
arwsi..,ill

Editor trusts that the new member
"

understand the situation now.

The editor is truly amazed at t.11,esoterie;

the _T3,200
mendous interest shown
tion, and as up to this writing ov`

_....111111111

15.t
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7,3t

of
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Kft

ish
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embers have applied, it is safe to say
rn

be Wireless Association of Ameri-
that

's the largest official wireless associa-
tion in the world.
t's'A membership application card has
been issued which will be sent free of
ha ge to an prospective member.
c-Triie demand for the association but-
ton is so tremendous that we will possi-
bly run short again. Every mail brings
dozens

of orders, and if you do not re-
ceive your button at once, please do not
get impatient. The buttons are shipped
just as quick as the factory can turn them
out and just as quick as our mailing de-
partment can address and ship them.
Members are requested to be kind

enough to refrain from asking for infor-
mation as to members near their localities
at least till the 15th or 20th of this month.
On account of the great amount of

work necessitated in classifying and as-
sorting the membership cards and the
mail, it will be an impossibility to fur-
nish any information before that date.
The Editor, in behalf of the Wireless

Association of America, wishes to thank
all members for the interest shown and
trusts that by next month the amount of
members will have doubled.

TUNED WIRELESS TELEG-
RAPHY.

At the recent exhibition of the Phys-
ical Society in London, the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company showed a
multiple tuner for tuning a wireless tele-
graph receiver so as to render it im-
mune to interference from other sta-
tions. It can also be used for measur-
ing the lengths of the transmitted and
received waves and for estimating the
distance of a known station. The in-
strument has been designed so as to
stand several climates and comparative-

rough usage, and is suitable for all
nave lengths from 300 ft. to 8,000 ft.
t.In general principle is shown in illustra-
'On where A represents the aerial. E the
earth R the receiver or detector.
te ere are three separate circuits,
Trilled the aerial circuit, the interme-
ip circuit, and the detector circuit.

e aerial circuit passes from the aerial1. through the aerial tuning inductance
erial tuning condenser C, and aerial
using inductance P1 to the earth at

two The intermediate circuit consists of

wedual inductances S, and S. con -
in parallel to the intermediate

tuning condenser C1. The detector cir-
cuit consists of an inductance P, in ser-
ies with the detector tuning condenser C2
and detector R. The inductances I and
P are adjustable at B and D respective-
ly, and the condensers C1, C, and C3
are all adjustable, so that the three cir-
cuits can be tuned to the received wave
length. The oscillations in the aerial
circuit then induce (by means of P1 and
S1) oscillations in the intermediate cir-
cuit, which in turn induce (by means
of S2 and P2) oscillations in the detector
circuit. In addition to the above ad-
justments, the two coils S1 and S2 may
be rotated relatively to the coils P1 and
P2 so that the couplings between the
three circuits may be varied. The con-
densers C1, C, and C3 are continuous-
ly variable from zero to a maximum of
10 jars (a jar being 1,000 cm), but the
range of the instrument is increased by
other condensers placed in parallel or
series by means of the tuning switch. In

N
S3

addition to the parts shown in cut,
the instrument is fitted with a micro-
meter spark -gap and shunt inductance
(of the order of 80,000 microhenries)
connected between the aerial and earth
terminals to prevent the accumulation of
an electrostatic charge in the aerial, with
a change switch by means of which the
whole of the tuned circuits may be cut
out, and with a tuning switch by means
of which the capacity in the intermediate
and detector circuits may be increased
to a maximum of 30 jars. When signals
from the station to which it is required
to communicate are received the aerial
tuning inductance and the aerial tuning
condenser should be adjusted till the
strongest signals are obtained. The in-
tensifier handle is set to 90 degs., and
the tuning switch to the wave length
roughly indicated by the amount of the
aerial tuning inductance and condenser.
Then the change -over switch is thrown
over to position "tune," and the inter-
mediate and detector condensers varied
together till the best signals are obtained.

(Continued on Page 414)
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Electrical Registering Weather Vane
By C. C. WHITTAKER.

In the following article I shall en-
deavor to describe the construction and
connection of a weather vane that shall
indicate each of sixteen different direc-
tions of the wind.

-FIG 27 -FIG 3: -
In Fig. 1, the ring with the eight di-

visions should be two inches outside di-
ameter, and should be made of hard
wood. The distance between each ad-
jacent copper segment should be 1/8 in.
Each segment is screwed to the hard
wood ring by two screws which must be
countersunk.

The switch arm which connects with
and slides on each segment is fastened
to the main shaft and is 1/4 inch in width
so that it can make a contact on two ad-
jacent segments at the same time.

The magnets should be about an inch
in length and should consist of about
fifty turns of wire. They are suspended
from the top of a rectangular box having
a long glass window in its front. The
whole length of the box ought not to ex-
ceed ten inches. Fig. 2 shows an end
section of this box with one of the mag-
nets and the armature indicator just be-
low it.

These indicators are shown in more
detail in Fig. 3. They consist of strips of
thin sheet iron 1 1/2 inches long and 1/2
inch wide. One-half inch from one end
they are bent so as to form a right angle.
The other end is bent around a stiff wire
which extends lengthwise of the box just
under the back edge of the magnets. This

stiff wire forms the axis upon Which
eachof the indicators turn when attractedb

the magnet immediately over it. ThY
short arm of the indicator has attached

eto it a piece of white cardboard bearing
an initial of a point of the compass,

as.
E., N.E., N., N.W., etc.

By having eight segments on the ring
eight points of the compass each have a'
separate magnet and indicator. As an
illustration, let the magnet at the right
indicate the east and the one adjacent to
the left indicate northeast. Then, if the
switch arm makes contact with the two
segments which complete the circuit with
these two magnets, both indicators will
be attracted and the direction of the wind
as indicated will be E.-N.E. Thus, by
making the switch arm wide enough to
touch two segments at a time, the num-
ber of indications is doubled.

Fig. 4 (not drawn to scale) shows an
upright cross section of the part mounted

out-of-doors. To the vertical shaft, the

-FIG4.- '4)

vane, the switch arm, and the small roof

are rigidly fastened. At the lowerut ad

of this shaft, a narrow groove is rut

right angles to its longitudi
SiS'nal a41,e

set -screw screws into this through be -

outside keep the shaft from

Two or three dry cells should be suffi.

cient to operate the magnets. serted

An ordinary push button
magnets.. inserted

the

into
curt is

by means of wij. idc,s
d,,

rection
is completed when the Non

rection is to be ascertained.
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Operator Binns' Wireless Log

(The log begins at 6.38 a. m., when
pals found himself on the floor of his
abia and the splintered woodwork pil-

in about him. He lost only, a sec -
Id rushing. to his wire and calling C.

sec -

Ind
D Owing to the darkness the time

fixed approximately.)
The most dramatic tale of the

ever
unfolded is this log of Binns.

reads:

"6.38-Called 'C. Q. D.'
"6.40-MSC (Siasconsett) answered
Q. D.
"6.41-Tell him 'Republic shipwreck-

ed.
Stand by for captain's message.'

Cabin wrecked, telephohe gone, must
run to captain's bridge.
"6.42-Send MSG (captain's message)

Republic rammed by unknown steam-
er 175 miles east Ambrose Light. Lat.
10.7, lon. 70. No danger to lives.'
"6.45-MSG says : 'Have wired

Wood's Hole for tugs to send to your
id. Will also tell BC' (Baltic). Lev-
er of key broken in darkness.
"6.50-Standing by MSC (captain's

message) working BC. Can hear BC
0. K. but impossible to get our weak
spark.

"7 a. m.-Tell MSC occasionally our
zndition. 'Hurry up assistance.' Still
pitch dark. Can't see lever.
"8.00-Now getting light. Send more

IISG to MSC (Siasconsett).
8.20-MSC calls us. Can't read our

answer through jamming. Boat settling
1ast. Tried to tell them to hurry aid.
jamming fierce.

130-BC now reads our spark.
Mghi tY cold here. Tell him our condi-
Inp;osti.itinaond. to make haste. Give him our

Steward taking messages to
from bridge. My 'phone gone.

ili,148.45-Get MSC. He tells me BC
LI (La Lorraine) ru.Dhing to our

ifer atuow
is

(about)-Florida comes u
to
p.

° smashed. She willing
g`0°11r passengers. Transfer begins.

t''`16-Answer 0. K. Tell BC and
'Hurry, please, old man.' No

trt.,,,of anything to help us. Passengers
'thably calm. Two bodies outside

sea
It
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my room. Don't know who they are.
Killed in their staterooms.

"9.12-Hear LI tell MSC 'We are
rushing to MKC (Republic). Our boil-
ers bursting.'

"9.15-Captain sends message saying
passengers all aboard Florida and all
O. K.

"9.45-LI (La Lorraine) calls us, but
don't get  our answer.

"9.47-LI now gets our spark. Asks
`What depth of water and what course
shall we take. Thick fog. Hard to
navigate. Have you got fog?'

"9.50-Reply. 'Thick fog here. Lis-
ten for our rockets. Florida about, but
can't see her. Now 26 miles SW of
Nantucket Lightship. Florida disabled,
has no wireless and on starboard side.
Our passengers on Florida.'

"10 a. m.-Working to BC. Giving
him steering directions. Steward says
we will surely sink and to watch for
signal to leave boat. Heard that
only two were killed. Jamming fierce.

"11.30-Hear LA (Lucania) faintly
working MSC. He tells him of our
condition.

"11.55-Get through to MSC again.
Tell him we are in bad condition. To
rush aid. Looks like we are going
down.

"12 Noon-Working continually with
BC who is coming fast. Got some-
thing to eat out of pantry. Haven't
had anything to eat since last night.
Only half dressed.

"2 p. m.-Still working continuous-
ly with BC and LI, but they can't find
us. Ship settling fast. Tell BC.

Stern going down.
"3.30-BC tells CQ (all stations) to

keep quiet. He is getting near us.
"4.15-Working BC all the time.

He'll be alongside shortly. He hears
our rockets. Gee! I wish he'd hurry.
This place isn't pleasant, but I'll stick

with the Cap.
"4.30-BC still trying to locate us.

Captain says : 'Hear bomb to eastward.'
I ask BC if it was his. BC says 'Yes.'
Tell him to steer to west. Fine work.
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"5.10-BC now tells us she can hear
our submarine bell. Fog not raising.
Almost pitch dark yet.

"5.12-Tell BC we hear his last bomb
to west-nor'west. Tell him to run
east-sou'east.

"5.30 p. m.-Send MSG to BC.
"6.30-BC says 'Think we can find

you.' Also, 'Think LI and LA have
found Florida. Give me plenty no-
tice when we are nearing you. Send-
ing up rockets. Look out for 'em.'

"6.08-Tell BC his foghorn is get-
ting stronger.

"6.14-LI says 'Can hear four blasts.'
Tell him that it is Florida's foghorn and
to go to her assistance if he can find
her.

"6.20-BC now getting very close. Say
`Come carefully.' He is near our port
side. Boat now lower. Very dark
now. Funny BC can't find us. All
alone here.

"6.40-BC tells LI to go to Florida
and he'll stand by us.

"7-Tell BC to come extremely care-
ful, as he is too close for comfort. We
can't see him, however.

"7.20-Hear cheer. See Baltic
through cabin. Fog lifting. Great
guns! BC looks good to me! Captains
exchange greetings. Sealby says,
`Come on our leeward and stand by to
take up our boats.' Wireless now
closed. Say good-bye to BC's 'Good-
bye, old man, until we meet again.'
Hate to leave Republic. Release key
and go forward to take boats.

(When Operator Binns left his wreck-
ed Marconi cabin he was off the Re-
public until next day, Sunday. Captain
Sealby and Chief Officer Crossland re-
mained aboard the Republic during the
night. Binns insisted on rejoining his
captain and took up his station when a
select crew were sent aboard the Re-
public. Mr. Binns' next entry is at
9 a. m.)

"9 a. m.-Try station. Find every-
thing 0. K. Spark weak. Report to
captain. Republic has big hole in port
side. Covered with tarpaulin. Jammed
abreast engine room. She looks like
sinking.

"9.10 a. m.-Send message for cap-
tain asking where tugs are.

"10 a. m.-Give good-bye to Baltic.
She has all of Republic's and Florida's

passengers and
Florida gone on.
(Furnessia), who
by.

part of

h
Commence

With
-as come up to

stars

"10.55 a. m.-Revdnue cutter Gresham

FI

comes up. Takes line from ouand commences towing. reshan1

come to stern and stand by to taker
Fiowtos

to steer us. lines

"1.30 a. m.-Tell RCG (Gresham) tocome to starboard, as his line is foul-ing our port anchor. Republicap')earsto
be holding up now. May save her."11.55 a. m.-Ask RCG what coursehe is taking. Reply nor'west.

taking"12 noon-Tell FI that RCG is
nor'westerly course.

"12.30 p. m.-Towing operations now
under way. Going mighty slow. Cap-
tain and crew numbers thirty-eight.
All standing by captain.

"1 p. m.-Send message to MSC (Si-
asconsett) saying, 'Towing now. RCG
ahead, FI astern, steering.'

"2 p. m.-Standing by. RCG and F1
talking.

"3 p. m.-Listening in case of calls.
No one wants me. FI and RCG talking
about towing. No ships on horizon.
Baltic and Florida disappeared.

"4 p. m.-Boat settling fast. Fear

she can't stay up much longer. No

time to get effects together.
"5 p. m.-Captain sends down and or-

ders me forward. Ready to take to
boats. Ship badly off. Go back for
one last look at station and go for-
ward. Last message to FI and RCG

says 'Good luck, old man.' "
(Operator Binns and all but Captain

Sealby and Second Officer Williamssaiir;

parted from the Republic at
orders. They went at once aboard ahe

Gresham and stood by to waTtcwhothheolurst

struggle of the Republic.
later the Republic went to the bot-

tom).

OMISSION.
In the article "Modern Wireless

In..

struments," January issue, the follow-

ing paragraphs were omitted for
some

unAboveaccountable reason :
instruments are manufactur;

ed exclusively by the Radio-Tel
VhTir.

Co. of New York in connection
with

De Forest's patents. ; at

Bulletins describing the apparatuPP

length will be sent to anyone uP°113

cation.
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How to Make a 1,000 -Ohm Relay
By A. R. GREENLEAF.

First, procure a 1,000 -ohm magneto
filger from any dealer in telephone sup-
plies, and remove the magnets from the
tic:4, detaching all other parts of the
ringer-

-FIG 1 -
ME.

A- MAGNETS
B. BRASS Roos
C-ARmATums
0-SPIE NG
E. BINIDOWIPOSTS.
G-SCAEW.LYL

Mount the magnets upon a base -board
bout 4 by 6 inches. Then make a soft
iron armature as shown in Fig. 2, and
Oder to it a silver or platinum contact
on one side, and a spring made of fine

4 ivl. E.
- F-1 G.3

Make two brass rods BB, Fig. 1.
Secure these to the base holding themagnets. At the other end of the rods,
tap a hole to accommodate a thumb
screw which should have hollow ends,
in which the pointed parts of the arma-ture C rest. On each side of the
armature place a brass or copper up-

frij.tr Wire (about No. 34), on the
Fasten the other end of the

..,11 to a screw-eye to get the required
'1"-'11, as shown in Fig. 1.

M.E- -Fig 2 -
right holding a set screw, as shown in
Fig. 3.

The connections are shown in Fig. 1,
the wires leading from the magnets are
connected to the binding posts FF, the
standard holding the armature and the
upright holding the set screw E (Fig. 3)

A t SILvER CONTACT:

M. E.
are connected to the binding posts EE.

This relay, if adjusted well, is very
sensitive, and can be used in wireless
telegraphy.

W. A. 0. A.
The Wireless Associa-

tion of America, headed
by America's foremost
wireless men, has only
one purpose: the ad-
vancement of "wireless."

If you are not a member as yet, do not
fail to read the announcement in the
January issue. No fees to be paid.
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Navigation By Wireless
Navigating a ship from New York

to Europe or from San Francisco to
Manila without taking an observation,
is the latest prediction of scientists.
M. Bouquet de La Grye, member of the
French Academy of Sciences, has just
devised a method by which the captains
of ships at sea may regulate their chron-
ometers without troubling their heads
about the sun or the stars. He sug-
gested to the French Naval Department
that at a certain fixed hour every day a
wireless message announcing the precise
time be flashed from the Eiffel Tower
in Paris.* Every vessel within a radius
of many hundreds of miles would pick
up the message and be under no neces-
sity of taking observations to determine
its longitude. The French Minister of
Marine has accepted the suggestion, and

the Academy and naval officials are now
working out the details of this plan,
which will render such great service to
mariners.

But this service is not to stop here.
. Several men of science have suggested
that lighthouses along all coasts be
equipped with wireless apparatus and
that they flash wireless messages not
only announcing the time, but that will
enable ship captains to know exactly
where they are at any hour of the day
or night and in the thickest fog. Lieut.
Lair, of the French Navy, explains a
system that he has worked out, as fol-
lows :

A lighthouse emitting in every direc-
tion hertzian waves of absolutely con-
stant intensity, the strength of which is
inversely proportional to the square of
the distance from the point of emission.

*Described at length, page 64, May issue, this mag-
azine.

calculate how far he was f
house emitting the waves.

paratus known as the bolom
The captain of a vessel fitted

and the distances indicated by

ing such waves from t

u

On

points in succession he would, to

rn eceiv,

his olom-
eter as radii, and the point at which
circles

find hisposition, describe two circles

position ofcircles intersect would be thec

as
spon his

diagram
the captain of the ship h

chart, with the lighthouses

these

the ship. On the accompanying
y ipnicrcked up

amessage from the Nantucket lightailnd
has calculated that he is just 100 miles
distant from this point. He has alsos

picked up a message from Sandy Hook,
which tells him he is 135 miles distant
from there. With Nantucket as a cen-
tre and 100 miles as a radius he describes
a circle on his chart. With Sandy Hook
as a centre and 135 miles as a radius he

describes a second circle. His ship is

at the point of intersection of these two

circles.
These hertzian lighthouses could be t

distinguished one from another by the

duration and intervals of their wave- I

emissions, just as lighthouses now are

distinguished by the length of their flash-

es

I;

of light and the intervals between

the flashes.
This process of Lieut. Lair's has been to

tried upon a small scale, and before it is

finally adopted by the French Govern-

ment it will receive a thorough trial on ,

a large scale. There are difficulties
toe

be overcome, such as maintaining th

likely that these will prove insupera

N. Y. World.

bstacles
than

atmosphere ; but greater o
d it is

not

these have been overcome, an
ble.'
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New Method of Securing Wollaston Wire
By H. GERNSBACK.

The Electrolytic
Detector, which un-

nestionably is. as yet the most sensitive
leteetor,

despite the fact that new ones

ate invented
almost every day, has only

one really ad feature, which is found
io the delicabte Wollaston wire.

-FiG. I- -FiG. 2-

M.E..
I do not mean that it is the wire itself,

but, rather, the handling of same, which
exasperates the operator, as the wire,
being of a very minute size, does not
stand much abuse. If Wollaston wire
was cheap it would not make much dif-
ference, but as it sells from 25 to 40
cents an inch, for the finer sizes, one
understands that an effective method to
handle this wire has been sorely in de-
mand.

For sake of the uninitiated let me say
a few words about Wollaston wire.

TIN F-0 IL
AI

4----WOLLA$1ON WIRE

M.E.

It was invented by William Heyde
Wollaston, an Englishman, and a famous
scientist living in the former part of the
last century.

The wire is made by the following
process : A platinum wire is coated heav-
ily with silver. This coated wire is then
passed through dies and it can be drawn
to such extraordinary fineness as one
hundred thousandths of an inch thick.
This means of course that the entire wire
is not of this size, but the so-called core,
or platinum wire-still covered with a
silver coating. This silver coating is
easily dissolved in nitric acid, leaving the
minute platinum wire exposed.

In wireless detectors Wollaston wire
plays an important role. This is espe-
cially true of electrolytic detectors. While
some writers suggest the use of thin
platinum wires (0.001 to 0.005 inch di-
ameter) it may be stated that such wire
is absolutely unfit to use-at least when
messages are to be received from dis-
tances over 5 to 10 miles.

The reason is that this wire is far too
heavy and it practically "short circuits"
the detector.

Anybody can readily convince himself
by a few trials that thin wires such as
Wollaston wire 0.0001 inch to 0.0005
inch (one ten thousands to one five thou-
sands inch), can only be used for fine
work. For long distances nothing but
wires 0.0001 inch to 0.0003 inch are to be
considered at all.

The simplest way to attach such a mi-
nute wire to the thumb screw or other
moving parts of an electrolytic detector,

A

-Fi Gr. 47 -FIG 5.-
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is by soldering. While satisfactory in a

way, the method is rather crude, and not

every operator has the skill nor the tools

to solder such a thin wire. Soldering,

moreover, requires time and when one
has only one wire in the detector and it
breaks or is otherwise damaged it means

an interruption of 30 to 40 minutes at
best before messages can be received
again.

The "bare point" Electrolytic Detector
therefore comes now in use extensively,
which does not require a soldered wire.
Usually the wire is gripped in a clamp
which is made to close by means of a
screw, Fig. 1, or still better, by a flat
screw pressing the wire against a metal

wall. Fig. 2.
Both these methods, used extensively

now, while satisfactory, have one bad

feature. If one is not careful the thin
wire is "bitten through" when the clamp
or screw is tightened too much. As the
wire is so extremely thin it is of course
necessary to get a good grip on it, and
quite often, to the dismay of the oper-
ator, the grip has been too good-and the
wire is cut through.

I experienced the same trouble very
frequently and thought often to protect
the wire in some way. While I devised
several methods the one given below, for
simplicity, speed and cheapness has
proved by far the best.

Cut a piece of ordinary tinfoil about
1/4 inch wide and 1/2 inch long. Place

one end of the Wollaston wire in position
as shown in Fig. 3. Fold A over to
clamp the wire, Fig. 4. Fold again 2 to
3 times and finally roll the tinfoil between
thumb and forefinger, pressing hard,
which not alone will grip the wire ef-
fectively, but will form a solid end on it.
Fig. 5.

This can be handled quite safely now
and the wire will not break, even if con-
siderable pressure is put on it, as the
soft tinfoil "gives"; it also affords an
excellent grip.

two wires carry a current is
The simplest method of ascbertaining

if

the bared ends in water, to wjbinserting
of salt, a little vinegar or acid has

a Pinch

carry current-small white es-if then

insert them

has beenadded. On one of the two wires_;{

NEGATIVE pole.
will form immediately.

Take two strips of lead and

This s 1'

gas

current
'a

ot

passes through the stripsf
in dilute sulphuric acid.

for a felrt 'lle

,ccil

:.f

utes one of the strips will become brownnun.

in color. This color is caused by chemi-
cal

or

..111

cal action, in fact, it is nothing but
,4,1e

film of peroxide of lead. The otheruletada '''r
strip does not change its color.

Weak electrical currents up to 10 volts

bared leads on the tip of th tongue.
can be "tested" simply bye putting theThe

current produces a somewhat sourly and
stringent taste, caused by the decompo-
sition of water on the tongue.

With bared hands a current must at
least have 20 volts before it can be felt.

Currents of 110 volts are not danger-

ous. In fact, most all electricians are in

the habit of testing lines, switches or fuse
blocks simply by quickly touching the two

bare parts with forefinger and middlefin-

ger. The shock of 110 volt direct cur-

rent, line is not strong, unless hands are

moist or wet. If contact is made lasting

over a few seconds, the fingers will get

quite hot at point of contact. If the con-

tact lasts longer, bad burns will be the re-

sult.
A

A current of 110 volts alternating cur-

rent should be handled more carefully.

It has in some cases proved fatal.
To form a steady arc between carbons_

at least 44 volts are required. Under 40

volts the arc will hiss and burn unsteady

A quickly improvised battery, furnish;

ing a weak current, may be made b)

wrapping a thin wire around a stivoeidr

coin, and another wire around a _ga.

coin. The coins should be clean.

one coin on the tongue, the other

tiFnidc

it. The two outleading wires may u

connected to the instruments. ordiaarY

FACTS ABOUT ELECTRICAL
To ascertain whether t direct

CURRENTS.
lighting current is alternating 0. outside

There are thousands of electrical ex-
hold a small permanent magneLib. If

perimenters and amateurs who are well
of a lighted incandescent

lamp Tiof the

versed in the electrical arts. However,
the current is direct the tifielamtneangi%et. 101

we present below a list giving certain
lamp will bend towards i.,anient

the current is alternatingckth:nedn;
fotrhwicakredr:

while by no means new, are not generally
the lamp will vibrate back

facts about electrical currents which, e

known.

making it appear as if it were

known.
its actual size.
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Spark Gap Muffler
L. SPANGENBERG.

perhaps some readers of MODERN
F

Ea
RIcs who have a wireless station,

including
ding the sending instruments, find

that
the spark at the spark gap is very

annoying, not so much to the operator,
for the more noise his apparatus makes
the better he likes it, but to those in
the room or house with him.
Those having the sending inductance

of the vertical wire type, may overcome
this annoyance by making a spark gap
and muffler as follows, and placing it in
the helix :

The first step will be to obtain the ma-
terial. Purchase from some glass house
a piece of glass tubing 1 1/4 inches in-
side diameter, 5/32 inch thick, and 3 1/2
inches long. You will notice that the
ends of tube will be very uneven and to
make a neat finish construct from hard
rubber or hard wood two caps as shown,
which should fit the tube tight. Get an
ordinary battery zinc for the spark gap,
a piece of brass for the bracket on top
of helix, a piece of hard rubber 3/4 inch
diameter and 3 inches long for the handle
and about 18 inches of 5 /32 inch brass
rod and make each part as shown in
drawing.

It will at first glance appear difficult
to the experimenter as to how he can get
this arrangement in place, but he will
find the operation quite simple by follow-
ing instructions.

Re will have to remove the wire fromthe helix, which will be quite easy, andrill one hole in the center of the top
°I helix and one in the bottom to let a
V32 inch rod pass through.
rodPut the bracket into place and cut the

for the top part the right length, andtlalire

+ead with No. 8-32 thread. Now put
op cap on the rod, which should fit

atirte snug and screw the zinc tip on
1, Put it into place, after which the
1dle can be put on.
a,.`-ut the bottom rod the right lengthbut

thread and locate the zinc tip and
-4P as snown

Now p
and put a nut near the bot-

°f rod. ut the glass tube into

the top cap, using shellac, and lift the
tube and cap up to allow the bottom part
to be put into place and then drop the
tube down and put into bottom cap.

With a spark gap and muffler con-
structed as above the operator will find

Rum d

NZ,. MOM

Dia

that the adjusting of spark gap will be
quite easy, even while sending and during
experiments he will find his transmitter
far more efficient.

A GREEN WRAPPER
means your time is out. Renew your
subscription to -day without fail. Posi-
tively no copies sent to expired sub-
scriptions. MODERN ELECTRICS
is mailed always before the first of
the month. If your copy is not re-
ceived in due time drop us a postal
and we will send another copy.
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EDITORIALS
We con-

fess that our
throat is
somewhat
sore. We
have be en
s c r e eching
so much and
so loud in
the Decem-
ber issue
that we had
to to
rest

OUR EDITOR uarv.
Of course

all our wireless fiends screech-
ed because of our non-appear-
ance last month and we desire
to present our deep-felt regrets,
but you see even editors may
get sore throats.

But the cat is back. Inci-
dentally we might say that we
have had a tremendous success
with ournew paper. We have
received about 62,427 1-2 letters
so far congratulating us on our
noble enterprise. Every mail
brings carloads of them, and
conditions are so bad that the
Editor who fell under a pile of
letters recently had to be dug
out, which involved the services
of six coal shovelers, two min-
ing engineers, a wrecking car
and a 5 -ton crane. After io

hours' hard labor he was dis-
covered at the bottom and it
took 18 cakes of oxygen to re-
vive him. 89,512 sparks have
been received so far for sub-
scriptions.

Success? Well, we should
screech.

WIRELESS ON MARS.
By Our Martian Correspondent.

Mr. Spif Marseroni, the great
national wireless scientist, has
scored another great triumph.
As will be recalled, Martians
have been for a long time in
the habit of receiving and send-
ing telephone messages, no mat-
ter if they were walking in the
street or gliding in an aero-
plane. In fact, this system is
now so popular' that the "In-
terplanetarian Remembering
Co." has found no trouble
whatsoever in getting over 6o
million subscribers to their
new system. The system is
simple enough.

Suppose you are a busy man.
During the night you suddenly
recall that you must see a cer-
tain party to -morrow after-
noon, 4 p. m. While you stay
in bed you call up the Remem-
bering Co. and tell the opera-
tor to call you to -morrow af-
ternoon at 3.3o p. m.

Next day at 3.3o p. m. the
little buzzer which you carry
in your vest pocket suddenly
"goes off" and when you put
your pocket phone to the ear
a young lady will tell you in a
silver voice, that you have to
meet a party at 4 p. m. The
service of the new company is
so efficient that it does not
make much difference where
you are. The Remembering
Co. will locate you, whether
you are taking a bath, or
whether you are napping in a
Morris chair in the lobby of an
airship.

It will also be recalled that
Mr. Marseroni is the inventor
of the Telewirltransport. This
as will be known, has been con-
sidered up to a few days ago,
his greatest invention. By
means of his system Martians
may ride on electric motor roll -

THE
TRANSPARENT.

OPAQUE
AT NIGHT

ers, the energy
from a central station supplied

-

power on all Martian . airshipsT'

ly through the etherwirel 1.,-,

and aeroplanes

Sp1

bein

wirelessly to them fruorhished

ni hti "
same central station to
the users must be subscribers.h

Now Mr. Marseronihas suc-
ceeded by conveying

foodthrough

the ether wirelessly
forfor unlimited distances. sAl.
ready a large syndicate has
been, formed under name of
Interplanetarian 'Wireless

Food Co." to exploit the in-
vention. If you are a sub-
scriber. and you are walking
in, the street, and if it is 12

o'clock noon, your call buzzer
suddenly rings. You put the
phone to your ear and this may
be what you hear:

"Luncheon ready, please.

What you have?"
"Ham sandwich and a glass

of milk," you call back.
You then draw your silver

case out of your pocket and

connect its terminals with your
antenna, fastened on your hat.

Two seconds later and a ham

sandwich has "materialized" in

the silver case. The milk is
received in the same manner.

In fact, Mr. Marseroni has

succeeded to send almost any-

thing now from champagne

down to lobster salad. The,

only thing he does not. sell

are onions, as the odor isoltir

in transmission and an
is like a river

without
withoutwitholit wsmateelrl. , food

The process of send

as might be thought atncrtilf6roscutit_to
by wireless is not asi

atoms step by step.
"puffers," which bloy finallyI

The food is passed

reduced so much that.ni

sistency is brought in It
jarthseaneathhsectaca

then passed. throug out .n

form of ether .vvaves,,,,,,d par -

the infinite mintl,te.eivp'ap:rsarlaii'

tides. The receiving articles

tus condenses then

again and the fo.o.daP1).,1`, jar

its original condition, "" '

more palatable.
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of course
the sending oper-

4 rost be careful so as not
r5,ix" things, as in the be-

lying it happened a few

`'"es that a subscriber got hot

r' he
received coffee mixed

with choPPed
pickles or buck -

,heat cakes
soaked in Wor-

" shire sauce.
$st"However,

by using tuning

separators ovethis

drcomeefect has been

illtirely
now.

(Orattlr.
(This department answers only fool
mations ; not more than 72 ques.
;Ss answered at a time. The ques-
ons we can't answer are deposited

uponbasket for further a-
.

If a quick reply is desired,
come and see us when we're out
01 leave 10 sparks with the cashier,
p we'll remember you.)

WIRELESS STUFF.
(928.) H. E. Lix, Hoboken,

Cal., asks :

1. -Can I receive messages
III 1-4 miles away with the
bllowing outfit: Pie -crust de-
tector, 16 -slide tuner, variable
key, adjustable aerial, 9 ma-
im ohm head -phones and 1-25
dm condenser?

A. I. -Yes, if you take the
outfit to the sending station 2
feet away from the sending
(1)11.

2.-How do you get a
'ground" in a balloon?
A. 2.-You don't get it al-

ways, especially if you "land"in the ocean.
3.-My coherer and deco-herer works sluggishly; that is,the decoherer works after asignal has been sent. Whatcan I do?
A. 3.-Set it five minutes

ahead of time. It will then
receive messages five minutes
before they are sent off.

"C. Q. D."
(927.) L. Airea, Tonopah,

Wis., writes:
I.-During a recent storm,

sleet settled on my aerial which
broke down under the strain.
Please tell me how I can avoid
it hereafter.

A. I.-The simplest way is to
send lots of hot air messages
during a sleet storm. This
melts the sleet immediately.

2.-What, in your opinion,
is the best ground?

A. 2.-Solid ground, we
think, especially when you
have been at sea for 3 weeks.

3.-What does C. Q. D.
mean?

A. 3.-Camels Quack Delic-
iously.

WIRELESS

(926.) S. S.
go, D. C., asks:

My brain is
wireless. I can
ing but wireless.

FIEND.

Eleriw, Chica-

infected with
think of noth-

I am wire-

lessly insane. My brain re-
fuses to digest anything but
wireless. What can I do?

A. Attach secondary leads of
an 18 -inch coil to each of your
ears and operate coil for 15
minutes. Your thoughts wilt
then be led in altogether differ-
ent channels.

NEW DETECTOR.
By R. 0. T. Ceted.

I just discovered a very sen-
sitive detector which in my
opinion has never been tried.
Procure a base 3x4 1-16 inches
square in diameter. About 2
feet thick. Take two steel
springs, A and B, and fasten
them to base by means of bind-
ing posts. When not in use
these springs should touch each
other at the top, but not under
too great a tension. Now take

M.E.

"[AMR

aTwiuo 131fASIC

a salted peanut, P, and clamp,
it between the two springs, A
and B, as shown in illustration_
If adjusted well this detector is
marvelously sensitive - espe-
cially if squirrels are around._

C. Q. D.
C. Q. D.! C. Q. D. !!"
inns sent it flashing out over the sea

TO where'er a ship or a port might be-t Q. D.!
C. D.! r

111; went the message of peril and fear,

The

its way to whoever might hear
"le call borne out on the ether's thin

breath,

hers' of disaster and imminent death.
"1, instant, wherever a ship could be

found,
°Illeward or outward or anywhere

bound,
: c:14atatirusgeht the alarm, it turned in its

(Irushed through the dark with all of
the force

Qf steam -driven speed to rescue and save,
Heedless themselves of a possible grave
For them and their crews in the fog -cov-

ered wave.
And, again, as so oft, out of peril were

born
Names that shall live till earth's final

morn,
Names of true heroes as great as of old
The records of daring and honor have

told-
Ruspini and Sealby and Rangon, and he
Who fearless, persistent, sent over the

sea
That call of distress,

C. Q. D. !!"
"C. Q. D.!!
J. A. METS.

(N. Y. Times.)
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irrtr,6,0 Orpartitirtit
Development In Wireless Telephony.

By WILLIAM MAVER, JR.

Wireless telephony is not altogether
a new art. Over ten years ago Sir
William H. Preece, in England, suc-
ceeded in transmitting speech without
wires between the Skerries Lightship
and the mainland of Anglesey, a distance
of three miles across water. This was
accomplished by the use of parallel
wires stretched on poles along the shore
of the island and the mainland. A
telephone transmitter on one wire set up
magnetic waves that were received by a
telephone receiver in the other parallel
wire. It was assumed in this experi-
ment-it is more than an experiment,
however, for the arrangement has been
for years and still is in practical oper-
ation-that magnetic induction through
the air and electric conduction through
the water assisted in the transmission of
speech.

Another type of wireless telephony is
that in which variations in the luminos-
ity of a beam of light are caused to re-
produce speech at a distance. This de-
vice, which in some measure, is analo-
gous to the latest developments of wire-
less telephony by electro-magnetic waves,
is due'to Alexander Graham Bell, the in-
ventor of the telephone.

In the operation of this device, Bell
caused a ray of light to fall upon a small
concave mirror carried on the center of

a suitable diaphragm at the end of a

mouthpiece. From this mirror the ray
was reflected as a parallel beam of light,
and fell upon a distant parabolic reflec-
tor, in the focus of which reflector was
placed a selenium cell. It is well known
that the electrical resistance of selen-

ium varies in accordance with variations
of light to which it may be subjected.
This selenium cell is made a part of a
circuit containing a telephone receiver
and a small battery. When the reflect-
ed light from a mirror falls on the selen-

*Paper read before the Association of
Railway Telegraph Superintendents at the
Montreal Conference.

ium cell it takes on a certain resistancet

s

and a steady current flows
cir-cuit, depending on the amount

mirrorhof

teh

sounds
e re-

sistance. When, however,

in

spoken into the mouthpiece of the trans-
mitter, the vibrations of theare
the diaphragm cause variations in the"
luminosity of the beam of light and
these variations in turn affect the selen-
ium cell, causing variations in its resist.
ance, and consequently variations in the
current strength of the circuit, which re-
act upon the telephone receiver and re-
produce speech very clearly. But the
distance to which speech has been trans-
mitted by this device is rather short-
about 300 or 400 feet.

Subsequently, Simon, of Germany, dis-
covered that if the resistance of the cir-

cuit of an arc light be disturbed by the

introduction a transmitter

in the circuit, the arc itself will repro-

duce speech spoken into the transmit-

ter. The assumed explanation of this

phenomenon is that it is due to rapid

variations of the volume of the vapor of

the arc caused by the variations of the

current strength due to the vibrations of

the transmitter when spoken into;o
ofthe

corresponding variations in the yap

the arc setting up sound waves in the air.

This is termed the speaking arc phenom-

enon. The following further explana-

tion of or analogy to this phermeno

may be offered. The explanation rap

expansion
thunder clap is that it is due to the. Flu_

expansion and contraction of Athnealaoi,groatuuhsee.

to the lightning discharge.
ly, we may consider the effectchutartil:g;sosef

microphone transmitter upon the arc to

be the production of minute

temperature in the arc that in

condensations and rarefact ionstoinsiaotti?e

surrounding air corresponding

waves which we may regard asnl as

thunder claps and which, occvorircletig of

they do in response to the
vibrationsare

the transmitter, due to thetech,
recognized by us as, articulate

*veil and

Following Simon s discovery,
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receiver.

or
book, "Wireless Telegraphy.")

This idea was advanced a long step
by M. E. Ruhmer, of Berlin, who util-
ized a sensitive selenium cell in the center
of the receiving parabolic reflector and
succeeded in transmitting speech due to
the variations (caused by a microphone
transmitter) in the intensity of a search
light, to a distance of about ten miles.
Some of the selenium cells used by
Ruhmer have a resistance in the dark of
about 23,000 ohms, which drops to about
1,500 ohms in the light.
In all of these systems of wireless tele-

phony it will be observed that speech is
transmitted by modifying the ether
waves that constitute light. Systems
of this kind, however successful they
might be in actual operation, would ob-
viously be limited as to distance of trans-
mission by the actual distance at which
light is visible under the best atmos-
pheric conditions, about thirty miles and
in times of fog and thick weather, this
distance would be largely reduced.
Early workers in this field quickly

recognized that if it were feasible to
!codify the electro-magnetic waves used
in wireless telegraphy, a wireless tele-
phone system might be developed that
could be operative at distances, perhaps,
rraiproximating to that of wireless teleg-

elY, and that would not be limited in
operation by smoke, fog, or other

`omewhat similar atmospheric condi-
tions.

But the difficulty in thus utilizing
electric waves has been that the waves
set uP by the spark in wireless teleg-
,P11Y are highly intermittent and are,ery

quickly damped. Assume, for ex-
a70121e, that an alternating current gener-

r orr the interruptor of an induction
'?11, giving an alternating current of say,

tY cycles per second, is employed as
teis source of current supply in wireless
thaegrr.aPhY These alternations, by

gIng the oscillator circuit, may give

es

found that the electric arc itself
02)id be used as a transmitter of speech.
0114. method consists in placing the arc
fhe'in- the center of a parabolic reflec-
lht transmitter placed
Or' the terminals of the arc light
;cross

cruses variations in its light which,

although
not visible to the eye, can be

ted by a suitable detector in the
detec

of a parabolic reflector ; this in
burignusreproducing speech in a telephone

(Described at length in auth-

rise to a frequency of, say, 800,000 cy-
cles per second in the aerial wire. Un-
fortunately, however, owing to the
damping of the oscillations, due to heat
loss and the loss due to radiating en-
ergy in the shape of electric waves,
these oscillations die out very rapidly
and last for only a very small fraction
of a second, and in consequence of this
effect there is a comparatively long in-
terval between the spark discharges
(nearly one -ninetieth of a second) dur-
ing which time no electric waves are ra-
diated. In wireless telegraphy these
pauses or breaks, or rather the begin-
nings of the new discharges, are observ-
able in the telephone receiver as a tone
or buzz which is broken into dots and
dashes by the Morse key. Therefore,
inasmuch as many of the tones, or over-
tones, that compose articulate speech
consist of vibrations of 5,000 to 8,000
per second, it is clear that many of these
tones would be lost during the pause
between the spark discharges, which, of
course, would conduce to inarticulate
speech. Furthermore, obviously the
noises in the telephone, due to the in-
termittent nature of the spark discharges,
would prevent the successful transmis-
sion of speech.

To obviate this difficulty, a number of
inventors have directed their energies
toward the design of a machine gener-
ator that would deliver a smooth alter-
nating current of very high frequency,
but until somewhat recently, not with
very marked success, the irregularity of
the machines making the reception of
speech difficult. Mr. Fessenden has
lately devised a machine generator giving
an output of two K. W. and a frequen-
cy of 80,000 cycles per second at a speed
of 8,340 revolutions per minute. With
this machine as the source of current
supply, Mr. Fessenden reports that he
has succeeded in transmitting speech be-
tween Long Island and Brant Rock
(near Boston), a distance of about two
hundred miles.

Another method entirely different
from the machine method of obtaining
sustained oscillations, is that due to Mr.
Duddell's discovery of the singing arc.
The principle of this discovery is that
when an arc lamp, fed by a direct cur-
rent of about two hundred and fifty
volts, is shunted with a suitable capac-
ity, and an inductance, alternating cur-
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rents of a frequency of 40,000 per sec-
ond are established in the shunt circuit.
Mr. Duddell's explanation of this phe-
nomenon is that at the moment when the
shunt circuit is completed a current flows
from the arc into the condenser circuit,
which decreases the current flowing in
the arc. This causes an increase in the
difference of potential between the ter-
minals of the arc, causing still more
current to flow in he condenser circuit
and raising its potential above the normal
voltage of the arc. In consequence the
condenser begins to discharge back into
the arc, increasing the current in the
arc and reducing the potential differ-
ence between the terminals. The con-
denser now discharges too much and
the reverse process is set up and sustain-
ed or continuous oscillations are in this
way maintained in the shunt circuit.

Owing to the comparatively high fre-
quency and the smoothness of these sus-
tained oscillations, the telephone receiv-
er will not, by reason of its electrical in-
ertia respond to them. Hence, if sus-
tained oscillations, whether generated by
a machine or by the arc, are to be util-
ized in wireless telegraphy some method
of breaking the continuity of the waves
has to be adopted, practically as, in cer-
tain other telegraph systems, a continu-
ous current is broken by a buzzer and is
heard in the telephone as a tone. Fur-
thermore, while the telephone will not
respond to the high frequency continu-
ous oscillations of the Duddell arc, if
the amplitude of the oscillations be var-
ied to a degree that comes within range
of the receptivity of the telephone re-
ceiver, as, for example, by speaking
into a microphone transmitter placed in
the aerial or in the oscillation circuit, the
telephone receiver will respond and re-
produce the speech spoken at the trans-
mitter, practically as speech is repro-
duced by varying the amplitude of the
waves of a beam of light in the cases
mentioned.

So long, however, as the oscillations
of the singing arc were limited to about
40,000 per second, but little practical use
could be made of it owing chiefly to the
weak magnetic effects at comparatively
low frequencies, and the consequent in-
ability to radiate wave energy of much
power. Fortunately, it was discovered
by Poulsen, the inventor of the telegra-
phone, that if the singing arc is placed in
an atmosphere of hydrogen or other gas

of high heat conducting
qualities

thfrequency of the oscillations
are increaseed to a remarkable

some cases to 500,000 cycleshaine
Yand over. It was adlseogrfeoeuild

burning the arc in nitrogen gasph°actconbdy

per

pressed air or in steam, the frequency cvoni,:f
the arc oscillator is much increased.-d`The flame from an alcohol lailicrpelaasc-ed
under the arc also has this

The electrodes of the oscillating
arcconsistof a solid carbon (negative)

andcoppertube (positive). Thearc
electrode is cooled by a stream

and

ter passing through it; Poulsen having
narg

found that this cooling
efficiency

fehtchye mofettahleelec-
trode increases the effi
as a generator of oscillations. The ca-
pacity used in some experimental install-
ations is quite small, being about .02
microfarads, but information as to the
exact proportions of capacity and induct-
ance employed in practice are not at
present procurable. The arc requires
for its proper operation in producing
oscillations in the shunt circuit, a cur-
rent of certain strength and a certain
length of arc. For instance, Poulsen

has found that with a difference of po-
tential of two hundred and twenty volts
at the arc it ceases to set UP oscillations
when the current falls below six am-

peres, with a water cooled positive elec-

trode, or below four amperes with a

non -cooled electrode.
The discovery of the oscillating arc

opened the way for the use of these sus-

tained oscillations in wireless telephony,

and Poulsen and the Telefunken Wire-
or -less Company in Europe, and de F

est in this country, have made consider-

able progress in telephoning to a
consider-

able
.tance by modifications of this arrange

ment of the singing arc.
When the oscillating arc is employecd

the inductance is made part of a !rat%

former, the secondary of which is

aerial wire circuit. De Forest rned.ione_:

the oscillations by placing a micrioplhv e

transmitter directly in the aerial ns1,!,

Poulsen modifies the oscillations

means of a microphone transmitter

ductively connected with the suPPItrYoud

feed circuit of the arc. Fesseri ma.

byifies the oscillations set up? micro -

chine generator by meansonier;tor cir-

smtterphone transmitter in the
cuit ; the generator and tran
ing connected in the aerial circuit.

(To be concluded )
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399trrirzs Tottira,vireless Station and.our Laboratory' Contest will be continued every month until further notice. The best

Ph°"' --t at once;

0,rati, 'p'h for eac h contest is awarded a monthly
prize of Three ($3) Dollars. If you have a good, clear photograph

you are dm
small) have a ngyourself au injustice if you don't.photograph taken of it byall

be subscribers
means. Photographs

not used will be returned in 30 days.

If u 1
'yo have a wireless station or a laboratory (no

tc; all who
fitter.Th competition is opennotfreelynfloary

gfesiprneitIcaottntr)t%woritdheoruttocharge.or
consideration of any kind.

pro:pe'clive contestants need

heentitled to compete for the prizes
FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS

The Sending Apparatus.
The sending apparatus is shown on the

shelf and is composed of a one-half inch
spark coil, condensers, sending induc-tance. spark gap, and key for primary
circuit. The condenser shown is made of

five sheets of glass, each 5x7 inches,Which are covered on both sides with tin-foil 3x5 inches. The condenser is madeadjustable by means of spring contactsby which the capacity can be changed
very easily. The inductance to the rightOf condenser is made of 27 turns of No.
14B. & S. copper wire wound on a hard-wood frame. The number of turns canbe changed by means of clips. The sparkgaP is made of zinc and is located di-rectly beneath the shelf. A battery of

spas)( wet cells is used to operate therk coil.
The Receiving Apparatus.0n the table is shown the receiving set,Which consists of a tuning coil with two

11)) sliding contacts, potentiometer, var-
le condenser, silicon detector, dry cell,

ci One (1) bi-polar telephone receiver,with
headband. The receiving condenserktof the intermeshing type, and has fiveZ stationary and four (4) movable zinc7es with air spaces between them.

The Aerial.
The aerial is made of four (4) No. 14
ePer wires (bare) each sixteen (16)

feet long and nine (9) inches apart andis suspended from a twenty (20) footmast on the roof. The entire length ofthe aerial being fifty (50) feet. Theground connection is made by solderinga No. 8 copper wire to a water -pipe.With this receiving set I have had verygood results, being able to receive fromthe station at the Bellevue -Stratford,Philadelphia, and the station at LeagueIsland Navy Yard, about seven (7) milesaway. These stations come in verystrongly. Also have heard from sev-eral other stations. The relay and soundershown in the picture is part of a cohererset which is not in working order. Inaddition to the above instruments I havealso another receiving set, including sili-
con, microphone, and electrolytic detec-tors. All the above appartus were con-structed by myself with the exception ofthe relay, spark coil, and telephone re-
ceiver. I have been experimenting with
wireless telegraphy for about a year and
have gained valuable instruction in mak-
ing some of my apparatus, from MODERN
ELECTRICS.

L. J. LEITENBERGER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

HONORABLE MENTION.
I am inclosing herewith photograph of

my wireless station. I have experimented

of late with
esent

wireless, havinamg consider-
able success. At prexperi-

Are
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menting with the loose coupled tuner and
have met with partial success. It is some-
what hard to get any one interested
enough to put up stations here on account
of one being unable to use them in
summer on account of the hot dry cli-
mate making it difficult to transmit even
a short distance. I am about the only one
here who has a station in operation.
However, I soon hope to be able to in-
duce others to put up stations and make
it more interesting for all.

In the photo you will notice the trans-
mitting side of my station is on the right;
on the wall in the center the switchboard
and on the left the receiving side.

The transmitter consists of the Morse
key,the coil built on the transformer plan
which is run by the 110 volt alternating
current through a variable impendance
coil, a condenser being connected across
the posts of the key to keep down spark-
ing at the key contacts. The zinc spark
gap is inclosed in a box, a glass sight in
front to observe and muffle the spark.
The Leyden jars used for a condenser are
connected in series multiple. The send-
ing inductance consists of a number of
turns of hard drawn brass wire, No. 16,
wound on a wooden frame. The leads
were made from sheet brass connected to
ordinary paper clips which make excel-
lent contacts, the connections of the
transmitting system being the same asthe de Forest.

On the wall in the center of the photo
is the switchboard. Here are located theswitches and fuse controlling the alter-
nating current for the transmitter, as wellas the D. P. D. T. switch for the loopantenna ; immediately below the antennaswitch is the S. P. D. T. switch for theground. In the upper left hand cornerof the board a grounded buzzer is locatedwhich is used to "tune" the detectors.

On the right is the receiving side com-posed of a variable condenser consisting
of two brass disks separated by glass andsliding over each other seen directlyabove the tuners. Three tuners in paral-lel, connected in a Hertzian loop accord-ing to the de Forest method. Each coilhas a tuning length of 140 meters ; theyare of the double slide pattern. Belowthe tuners the potentiometer is located,which is of the slide pattern. No. 28 bareG. S. wire was wound on a wooden man-dril, each winding having a thread sepa-rating it from its neighbor.

MODERN ELECTRICS

Below the potentiometer
are the drybatteries to work the receiver and in frontof them the detector. I also use a pairof head phones which are of high

resist-ance. A carborundum detector shownin the photo, is connected in circuit,
it be-ing adapted to local work. Howeverany of the three other detectors, Silicon'

"Electro"-Lytic, or Microphone,
shownon the shelf below the switchboard,

mayreadily be connected when required.
My wavelength is about 600 meters.
My call letter is T. W.
Transformer is of about

K. W.

California.

a quarter

S. SWARTz.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed please find a flashlight photo

of my wireless telegraph station.
The sending outfit consists of the fol-

lowing : A one -inch induction coil, tele-
graph key, six dry cells, which furnish

power for the induction coil, and a set of

spark balls on hard rubber stands. These

stands I made out of the shells from ti,vo

old telephone receivers, and two bindi ng

posts. They can be seen in the picture

directly in front of the induction COil.

On account of my station being t"::

only rilone in the vicinity, I made Y
r

ceiving apparatus portable so that at a )(:i

time I can take it out in the country,
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high trees as aerials, receive nies-
l'stripb- from my sending station. My re-
54-? a station consists of a microphone
eivint',,,tor with a very fine. adjustment and
e,``01-ini telephone receiver.,0
The set above described, although very

eiple, has given me entire satisfaction
'on account

of its absolute reliability as
means of local communication.

New York. A. E. SODERHOLM.

HONORABLE MENTION.
The photo I am sending represents

or receiving station at Mt. Pocomo, Pa.

have a very fine and complete sending
lation at my New York City residence,
aphoto of which I will send you later.

sending instruments consist of :

1. Coherer and decoherer, two relays
of 1,000 ohms each, used separately ; 1
4 -ohm sounder and a large tuning coil
(in background).
2. The "Electro"-lytic detector, a spe-

miry made-that is to say, a finely made,
tat very simple resistance coil, the same
inner, a large sliding condenser and tele-
phone receiver.

I use No. 1 to give me an audible sig-
nal, when waves are coming in ; to reach
the wave message I switch onto No. 2
and use the 'phone receiver.

Pennsylvania. HENRY MORTIGE.

band receiver, which makes the detector
much more sensitive.

The telephone transmitter on the box
at the right hand of the table is a wireless
telephone, which I am working on.
I have been able to talk about thirty feet
so far. I have not done much experi-
menting with wireless telephone as yet.
The phone at the left end of the table
is in connection with the lines of the city.
When I throw the ground switch over to
the left side I connect the sending end
to the ground. The coil gives a 3 -inch
spark which is connected to four one -
quart Leyden jars and a sending helix of
my own design.

The end of the aerial is put in a plug
switch which can be moved from the
sending side to the receiving side by
simply pulling it out of the socket. The
tuning coil can be seen back of the wire-
less telephone. The spark coil on the top
shelf gives one -inch. On the table to
the right may be seen a large knife
switch which operates the big coil which
is run by a 110 volts alternating current
and a Wehnelt interrupter.

The telephone instruments on the ta-
ble are connected with a short line, there

HONORABLE MENTION.
I am sending you herewith a photo-

graAh of my wireless station.
,elf

the center of the picture on the
above the table is the ground

'IsItteh; one side on the right of theta

e is the receiving apparatus consist-Itt"L

Lg of an auto -type detector, silicon de -
2710", resistance coil and one 1.30 and
ti; ohm head band receivers. With
tils outfit I receive messages from sta-

ls several hundred miles distant.
use the E. I. Co. 2,000 ohm head

is also a Wheatstone bridge and galvan-
ometer, which is behind the telephone.

Accept my best wishes for the suc-
cess of your most instructive magazine.

THOS. J. P. SHANNON,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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A Simple Antenna Switch
By A. C. Austin, Jr.

The switch described in the following
lines has been used by the author on
several amateur installations and has
given very good satisfaction. There
are several advantages to be gained by
the use of this switch especially if the
station is to be used for intercommuni-
cation. No anchor gap (which when
used in small stations cuts down the
sending radius very materially) is used
with same ; it is impossible to damage
receiving instruments by accidentally,
touching the sending key, as when switch
is up for receiving the primary circuit
is open, and as there is just a short throw
and only one other switch to operate
('the one for shorting the detector when
sending), switching over may be done
very rapidly, and with little effort.
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The instrument is very easy to con-
struct, is not costly and will repay the
builder for time and labor spent on
same.

Procure a wooden base, preferably of
oak, and make up as per figure one, giv-
ing it two coats of black shellac when fin-
ished. Get two pieces of hard rubber
rod 2 13-16 long and 3 -inch in di-
ameter, and drill a hole lengthwise in
each, large enough to pass a 5 -32 -inch
brass rod. Get two pieces of brass
rod 4 3-8 inches long by 5-32 inches,
and put inch of 8-32 thread on each
end. Provide two nuts, a washer and
a tip for each rod, as shown in Fig. 2.

Now get a piece of hard rubber8xlxl/2 and drill four 3/16 -inch
holesin same, as per Fig. 3. Round off theends and trim up nicely. The hard rub-ber may be given a nice polish by rub-

-F G.- 2 -

ME.

bing smooth with fine emery paper and

then polishing with an oiled cloth.
Get two pieces of 1-16 inch copp.er,

1/2 inch wide and 3 1/2 inches-7)g,
and bend as per Fig. 3. Also make

two brass rods with 8/32 threads on each

. S-

end, the rods to be 1 3/8 inches Ion

Provide two nuts and a washer and ,ar

a battery knurl for each and set togewee

in the inside holes of the 8 inch Piee

of rubber, as shown in Fig. 3.

Now buy a 50 ampere three
Pole
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throw fuseless switch and place

gie,e the base in the position as shown

1.
put the standards and the

i'llsspiece together and set up on the

use.

It would be well to measure the dis-
tance between the outside poles of the
switch before boring holes in crosspiece
as when the switch is thrown up these
poles should fit in the clips on the cross
piece.

The middle pole of the switch is con-
nected in the primary circuit, and one
outer pole at the back to the aerial, the
other to the ground, leads from the in-
ductance, being attached in the front of
the switch.
The upper connections are aerial and

ground for the receiving set. Complete

A

H. Het.
iorpfx.0.ptv

K- Kyr
rtmerno,A-rt
Ittes,v[P,

5. 5.*Ae., GA.N.
a Cep.-r.

V C Cowcww.Sr

A S ACM.",

sending and receiving connections are
hown in Fig. 4. The cut gives a clear
Idea of the general appearance of the
Fitch when completed.

"FIPS."
Hurrah for "Pips,"

The funny chap.
He has got the Wire -

Less bee in his eap!
GROVER EICHINGER.

WIRELESS REGISTRY.
This Department has been started with the

idea to bring the wireless amateur in closer
touch with commercial land and ship stations.
Each month a list of new members will be
printed here and once each year an official
BLUE BOOK will be issued by MODERN
ELECTRICS, giving a list of all the mem-
bers who registered during the year. Each
member will receive the Official Blue Book
free of charge. The Blue Book will also con-
tain a complete list of commercial and govern-
ment stations, their call letters, wave length,
etc.

To register a station requires: Total length
of aerial (from top to spark balls), spark
length, call letter (if none is in existence
M. E. will appoint one), name and address
of owner.

Fee for Registry (including one Blue Book)
25 cents.

For other particulars see June issue of this
magazine.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF
OWNER.

Eric Leavens,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Z.L.

Ralph Jeffers,
Rochester, N. Y., J.

L. Spangenberg,
Paterson, N. J., R.S.

St. George's School,
Newport, R. I., N.B.

Jas. McNair, Jr.,
Lakewood, N. J., H.C.

S. Conradi Vance,
Los Angeles, Cal., C.V.

240

125

70

170

117

55

A ins.

CC.2/2

42

4,t2

J. 0. Smith,
New York City, S.X. 325 4

J. B. Hyatt,
Mt. Vernon, 0., H.Y. 400 2' CL

H. E. Sumner,
Brooklyn, N. Y., H.S. 4o I

Maxwell P. Hellman,
New York City, M.M. 75

44.

Fred Stiefel,
New York City, F.C. 366

Ozone Wireless Co.,
San Francisco, Cal., M.J. 8o to iC

Jack Steurer,
New York City, E.L. 32o 6 ''

George Schmitt,
New York City, E.L. 320 6 44

Frank E. Daubenbiss,
Capitola, Cal., T.X. i5o CC

C. R. Myers,
Westwood, N. J., C.M.. 32 2

CORRECTION.
In the article "How to make a Chem-

ical Rectifier," page 345, January issue,
Fig. 4 was omitted. This figure may
be found, however, on page 124, July
issue, 1908. It is there shown as Fig.3.

Age
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FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS

Inclosed please find pictures of my
laboratory, both electrical and chemical.

My wireless sender is composed of 3
induction coils, a battery of bichromate
cells, condensers, Leyden jar, telegraph
key, zinc spark gap and the necessary
switches. My antenna is 60 feet high and

is made of two 80 foot strands of copper
wire ; ground wire is soldered to the
water pipe.

The receiver consists of a tuning coil
having a capacity of 1,200 meters wave-
length, variable condenser, an "Electro"-

Lytic detector, a microphone detector, an
"Auto"-coherer, a filings coherer with
relay and sounder, a bi-polar telephone

a pocket volt ammeter,
e er'

means of a five point
receiver and a rheostat re

.mayThbeeocthuet

other
in.app

mg magneto, telephones, an electro
gnet, motors, a small shocker, a volt ninita--

aratus shown are: a test-

any

galvanometer,.Ya

guia°dretecitor.

lightning arrester, etc., etc.
The second picture shows my chemical

laboratory, consisting of the chemicals
and apparatus necessary for nearly

allthe experiments in inorganic chemistry
and qualitative analysis. The more use-
ful reagents are kept in glass stoppered
bottles, the other chemicals are kept as
dry salts in cork stoppered ones. The
apparatus are made up of gas generators,
flasks, beakers, test -tubes, Bunsen bur-
ners, crucibles, etc.

With these apparatus I have experi-
mented with explosives, sympathetic inks,
etc., and am able to analyse nearly all in-
organic substances.

I am 16 years old and have been ex-
perimenting with electricity and chem-
istry for some time. I have received
much assistance from MODERN ELEC-
TRICS lately, and am making a selenium
cell described in the January number.

Canada. E. A. TWIDALE.

HONORABLE MENTION.
As the last picture described an old

shop of mine I will send you a picture of

first
now. In the photograph at the left

: the switchboard, next sawing bench,

and. next a table to hold supplies, ii,c)v,t,e,1,-

ties, etc. The table to the right 01 ""

holds. models and other home made
work

tides. Next is the tool chest and \v`'e

in picture. BEN (OR)

and latt;r;

bench, also my gasoline engine

I have also a wireless station Text''notsh°
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Electrical Patents for the Month
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METHOD OF MAK. 008,815. SPACH TELEGRAPHY. Jo. S. Rival. RM. 010.412. ELECTRIC -TERMINAL CLIP. Guada af...,,,,,,, N17..,,... a,baaaabao. ton. Mann.Flied Mar. 25. 1008. Serial No. 423.099.

Id 'LfaCsl:E, Cd'''''oenl Erie:tric Co..,  Cdrdd '

°Cd'Herttli, Sereey City. N. 3. Filed Aug. 2. 1909 Urial
No 828.838.

Mei application died Nor.

, ,,ea Divided and this appllen

1908, serial No. 455.110.bdyl

Al It article of manufacture. an electric terminal el.0
for ...gement with . binding poet. made from sinem
Were of spring wire. doubled up to form r. resilient ro.
anti n loop for engagement with a binding post. .0
term.. of the said eye crossing each other to merge
into the id. in; loop, one term., of tie engetring
loop being arranged for ...cunt ton eondortor and

,leanaforner.  source of vibratory current of,edolt Ire- for f Of the
',Nen, In series with the primary of said trsformer. a ""died loop forming d dddi'' the laid
Isonorons circuit, connections from the eecondsty of laid "d" di"" "'dpressed towardearn otheropening the
Lr1,747:dr.Z.."id ryodordodyda:.ir:,d,,,,,n it laid ::and no

ddy,yydLdea ,".°07..."4"Ve ;es' I I '1'erre.; or; tl'a

anonfiettire. 05.'4  .22 being so proportioned that for oirtente of said frequency talrl eye to Brialy contact with the binding post
1

It ao .pule of
Icrmed out of fused quart. and end portions the power factor of the circuit It:eluding *aid primary is

ford Quarts combined with pounium 010.241 TELEPHONE RECEIVF.R Ilsesw R Srcue.
falieelMg, W. Va. Filed Jan in )907 Col N

TRIRORAIL INSULATOR. Leon,. M- Rs. -006.742. SPACE TELEGRAPHY. SaWALL C.04. ta o

ammoor to Hares Company. New. Brootime. Mass.. assignor to Stone Telegraph and
out. ,ii

N L.Cerpontboof sM1

Nce, Jet tee. piled Mn, R.) Telphone Company.  Cooperation of Maine. Flied
Maer. IS. 1007 Serial No 382.alS.

it'd. WWI co 311.349

L A teeput third.rail insulator. each part hisving
ft, , r:pport the rail. and one part overlapping the
sr. pert so is to Meer the pint between the two parts.

TELEGRAPHY. Tworeal A. Ernua. Llewelign
vt. Oozes N J Flied June 20. 1907. Serial No.

Fogg)

1 A apart telegraph transmitting e7Meni comprising 
unorous circuit.  pope circuit Including the primary
of a transformer. an int raudlette circuit connected wih
laid sonorous circuit and including the secondary of mid
tranaformer. and means asuelated with uld Intermedi-
ate circuit for locroudng the power factor of laid power
circuit.

908,722. RECEIVER. Cusavis G. Ault.. toiWg0.
111. Fl. Jan. 10 1900 Serial No. 205.485.

Ti emblaatoe with  deceit amd mean. for las.wet.. thereon vitrents of varying oueng. dd
r*"a_nifttd Paiute, of a neutral rosy and  .rim of

ogre"
tam

the seta revs, sod said circuit and so dio.
":4.I.M.,,%mtecontate mid currents. whereby ail of "la

00th 'hmugh the relay in the ..me direction.
"idMnilY as and for 14. rnosea art torch.

A14.
ELECTRIC TR.SP FOR RATS. SC. Joy, T.
drst. N C outoor of one-hatf to chrisrOPUt

H rile
0 , Sent 24. 1500. Serial

er.

1. In  telephone receleer. a pair Of m. forming
parts of separate magnetic Omelet. a leddeltueandinally nor.
able armature for each of sold circuits. and m moverre
therewith fort ransmitting to a distance the movements
of the armature corresponding to variIlons In the dos
of said magnetic circuits,

910.471. EI.ECTRIC BELT. A Holm., Czar.
near Pilsno. and Ism. &issue, Tarnopol. Austria
Hungary. Flied July 12. 1007. Serial No. 383.405.
1. A hand adapted to be fastened about the wriot or

other part of  person and provided with costads an
at interval to send a electric current through the flesh.
In comblintion with Mum, of electricity. (Re. coo.
doctor and  watch switched Into Wm derail nod r
ranged to close the same when the buds indicate a cer.
tale time on the MO.

I. A receiving tippers.u of the Hasa dud. in-
cluding  soarer of light mi eleeteteliif open.. Mlr.
roe located in &Moe... with .0 light. ubject to
.coming current. for governing a toy from said light. 
second Mirror. Wel minors be oo rrangd that they:
rellect rays, the reflected rays ...Muting component
men for prodoelog  resultwit nel  slgoI translating

miletre eutileet to the resultant

free comprising an Insulated base a
iteuent. from each otur and

se but mscsled therefrom. and positive
itds1 t, to iw connect. with e inure
0nd ...I, alternate Plates

610.430 WIRELESS  TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER.
Cue.. P evil. urn. Schenectady. N . assignor to

Electric Company. a Corporation of New York.

Filed Apr 20. 1901 Setial No 309202.

'9 0 0.4 2 1. TELAUTCIGRAPTI Casants F. Juni..
Warthiagton. D. C. Filed Feb. T. 1008. Serial No.
414 701.
1 In  telautographic apparatus the CoMbinallon of a

tran.milting lostrotnent  '<prod:Hint instrument hewing
A plurality of styluaactuating motors therein, and mean.
in the Instrument for producing complete
resolutions of mid motor..

1. A [Doc telegraph ...natter cantal log a spar, 2- In  ".0.129Phit PPerattis the combination of
lug gap fed by a c.ao,yaaanc in cotbmoama with  pa, transmitting instrument a re acing lour..ol having a
of alternating current. mesus for concertIn the alter., Plurality of stylus-tictuatMg motors therein. and [aeons

In; impoi. Into high tension unidirectio al current 01 In the transmIttIng MatruMent for distributing eleatteel
ennateotiollt uniform strength. .04 means for therein, current avremsWely do the severwl roils of Bald motors to

the roodenser by the converted eurrent. utotantialiv u produce a
shifting magnetic Rem therein: to cause mm

dereribed
plefe rotation. of the motor armature.

Electrical Inventions for Which Letters Patent Have Been Granted, for Month Ending January 26th.

Copy of any of the above Patents will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents.
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Queries and questions pertaining to the electrical arts addressed to this department
will bepublished free of charge. Only answers to inquiries of general interest will be published

the benefit of all readers. Common questions will be promptly answered by mail. here tor
Oa account of the large amount of inquiries received, it may not be possible to print all theanswers in any one issue, as each has to take its turn. Correspondents should bear thismind when writing, as all queetions will be answered either by mail or in this department

-If a quick reply is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for each question. Specialinformation requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without
remuneration. Tux OnAcLu has no fixed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent
promptly as to the charges involved.

Name and address must always be given in all letters. When writing only one side ofquestion sheet must be used; not more than three questions answered at one time. No attention
paid to letters not observing above rules.

If you want anything electrical and don't know where to get it. THE ORACLS will give yousuch information free.

;4101,4-3544-A;11-A4"Pi.4-AVMVP'A4-41,411--Acel--A4A4--A VI -A Vm. c411-A4-A;4--Ad--AVcWLe-

1000-OHM RECEIVER.
(140.) W. H. KNOWLES, R. I., asks:
1,-Could a double pole watch case re-

ceiver be wound to moo ohms?
A. I.-Yes.
2.-Would the inclosed wire be small

enough?
A. 2.-No; you will have to use what is

known as mil, or mil and TA wire.
RECEIVING DISTANCE.

(141.) HAROLD S. BALLON, Of N. Y.,
writes:

I.-How far would a 34 -inch coil send
with instruments given below?

A. I.-Three to five miles.
2.-How far should I be able to receive

with receiving instruments consisting of
tuning coil, 75 -ohm receiver, microphone,
detector and aerial 32 feet high and 31 feet

VA

"T"

r-fr . o

G. -
long, connected up as per d agram? With
"Auto coherer"? With electrolytic detect-
or?

A. 2.-With a microphone detector, so
to 75 miles; with an "Auto"-coherer, 50-

11111111joo
miles; and with Electrolytic detector,

--zoo-250 miles. If you use batteries as in
Diagram B it will increase your receiving
distance.

VA

aRt)

-F 1 G. 2-
WIRELESS QUERIES.

(142.) CLARENCE TERHUNE, Ind., asks:
1.-Give a diagram showing how to con-

nect a relay and an "auto"-coherer
as

to ring a bell when called by wireless.o

-aI ut
ith

1

toi-scoihmepreorssible

to use a

w

relay

A
2.-How much wave length in an "E. I.

Co.'s Electro Tuner, Jr."?
A. 2:-Approximately 4co meters.n.3.-Give a diagram showing how

an electrolytic detector

to con

issue of MODERN ELECTRICS,
ge 32o.A. 3.-We refer you to the December

DYNAMO TROUpaBLE.

(143. J. M. WALSH, Pa., asks: .

d

I.-In) grinding tools, should the g,rino;

stone be revolved towards the to''

the tool.
A. I.-Stone should revolve

towards

rt'' Type

away from it?

.-hy des not m "Electropo,
lop-

S,2 dynamo generate
when run at th nil'otor

er speed? Neither will it run the ar

tesc
on four dry cells. I have t.eufind To

mature and field magnets, anLeg. The

short-circuit or reversal ofthe been care:

commutator is true, and has v_cto be 5

fullygood cslheaanpe,
too.ed.The

brushes seem
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z-We cannot tell. We should
ou are running the machine in the

ibink

y

direction. To generate, it should
0311n you are facing the commutator11e

Ilignter clock -wise. If this does not clear
;truble, there must be an open circuit
the windings.

LOOPED AERIAL.
(I44.) HARRY EARL MCKINNEY, Ohio,
rites:tIn the January issue of MODERN

ics, under the heading, "Wireless
was shown how to connect a

Doped aerial to overcome induction in re-
tiving. With this type of aerial there are
Ito lead-in wires. How should I connect
his aerial for sending?

A. 1.-Anchor gap must be used with
his type of aerial, the spark jumping to
both leads, as per diagram "A."

-.Is A ERtAL.-

-To RecervER-
M.E.

-ANCHOR GAP -

2. -4 was about to erect an aerial with:our strands, connected as per diagram B.,ould I not change it to the looped onethownin
MODERN ELECTRICS under "Wire-';sHints," as per diagram "C."

To COr.EREFf

".5 VVAY I
'11"

NOW

r1Z,

A.

2-Yes.
lI SELECTIVE TUNER.5.) e,1,

4
D. CHLUETER, Cal., asks:Iltan the selective tuner described inrtlittac'vernber issue be connected with anrY tuning coil as follows:

To DereC TOR AS 5OVVAI
th .wirreLes s
Co ...Lo I GriAnGt 1' 4.,ff( TN.$
ro it A LoO1ED AGMAL,

Uc

ME.
G

A. i.-Yes; but it would be advisableto use selective tuner alone.
2.-Can a single tuning coil be connectedas follows:

P

M.E.

A. 2.-Yes.
RECEIVING DISTANCE.

(146.) CHAS. LAMAR, N. J., writes:
I.-What will be my receiving distance,having an aerial comprised of four strandsof 22 copper, on 6 foot spreaders, sus-pended on two poles, io feet high, distance

between poles 6o feet.? Above poles areon roof of house, about 75 feet high. Alsousing tuning coil of 70o meters wave-
length, electrolytic detector, variable con-denser, one L000 ohm telephone receiver,rheostat regulator.

A. I.-From 250 to 30o
2.-(A power house is located about 300feet from house, and two 3,000 volt feed

wires pass 3o feet from roof.) Will thismake any material difference?
A. 2.-Yes; you will have to use dou-

ble tuning coil or a looped aerial, to over-
come induction.

AERIAL.
(147.) CHAS. R. KIME, Ark., asks:
I.-What is best for an aerial-copper

wire or galvanized iron?
A. T.-Copper wire is better than gal-

vanized iron wire, for aerial, but aluminumis considered better than copper on ac-count of its lightness.
2.-Are not the E. I. Co.'s one-half inchcoils (secondary) wound with bare wire?
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A. 2.-Yes, but with paraffine insulation

between the wires.
TUNER.

(148.) FERDINAND KUEHN, N. Y, writes:1.-Which is the most sensitive (forworking a 160o ohm buzzer) the graphite -carbon - grain Auto-coherer or the micro-phone detector?
A. r.-It is impossible to use buzzer with

Auto-coherer or microphone detector, nei-ther have we ever heard of a 1600 ohmbuzzer.
2.-Will I be able to pick up stationshaving 1800 metres wave length with atuning coil having 288 turns of number 20D. C. C. wire each one meter long.
A. 2.-Yes; provided your aerial is longenough to make up the difference.
3.-Will two tumblers made into Ley-den jars do for the transmitting?
A. 3.-Yes; for short distance work.

WEHNELT INTERRUPTER.
(149.) CHARLES PHILLIPS, Va., writes:
I.-Can the Wehnelt-Caldwell interrupt-

er, described on page 306 in the December
number, be used with a half -inch or one -inch coil?

A. I.-Yes.
2.-About what is the size of the spark

used in transmitting a long distance mes-
sage, say moo miles. Something about
the length, diameter and loudness of thesound?

A. 2.-About one inch long, and one -
quarter to one-half inch diameter. As a
general rule a gap of this size is placed in
a muffler in order to cut down the sound.

SPARK COIL.
(150.) EDWARD R. CULLEN, N. Y., writes:
1.-Kindly give dimensions for two (2)

inch spark coil, using No. 3o B. &. S. for sec-
ondary.

A. 1.-Core 8/ inch long by 13/16 inch
diameter. Primary wound with No. 12 or 14
wire in two layers. Secondary 6% inch
long by 2 13/16111S diameter, wound in 50
sections with 3 % lbs. of No. 3o wire, con-
denser 80 sheets of tin foit, 7x5.

2.-Current required.
A. 2.-Voltage 12, amperage 6-8.
3.-How far will it send with silicon de-

tector, tuner, condenser, and i000 ohm re-
ceivers at receiving station?

A. 3.-Fifteen to twenty-five miles.
TESLA COIL.

(151.) W. A. STEEL, Ont., Can., writes:
I.-I have constructed a Tesla coil capa-

ble of giving a five -inch spark as per di-
rections given in "Scientific American
Supplement No. 1087, but I have only made
my condenser about one-third the size
called for, and I only get one-third the
spark required. Would I get full spark
if I increased my condenser to the size
called for? I use a one -inch spark coil,
which gives a very fat spark, in place of
the transformer, and I operate it on eight
Columbia dry cells in series multiple.

A. I.-Yes, we think so; but you should
use at least a two to two and one-half inch
coil.

2.-Would this Tesla coil be as useful
as an induction coil for distance wireless
experiments (from one to three miles)?

A. 2.-Tesla coils or oscillation trans-
formers have been used by various exper-

cult t otan b

imenters for wireless
telegraphy.iievethatsatisfaet0ryrsulti

can
lebe'withsame, although it

is extretae e had
imumoof

bleakago o insulation
and Y

mICSNEE WAVE
ATMs

MOTOR.
(152.) RAYBURN W
In the December, , Conn., write,.

magazine (of which 19 , issue of

published an articleapi a reader, your
entitled "Harness) OUthe Ocean," in which ..

adaptability of the S
you speak ofiig

mill.
nee motor as a :thevihad.

I should like to have the relation
of thediameter and length to horse -power,

also any other information about- its'etc.,as a wind motor that I can get. If
use

gcould give me this information If Youme to one who can, it would be highly
refer

preciated. ap.

A.-We refer you to Snee
Co., 1278 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Wave Motor

COIL AND BATTERIES.
(153.) CHAS. O'CONNELL" Mass., asks:I.-Should four Edison primary Igo A

H. batteries work a half -inch coil? Afriend and myself each have a coil, and
each only gives one -quarter in. needle pointspark on four cells of almost new batter.
ies. What should I do about it?

A. I.-You should use at least six of
these batteries, also see that the positive
and negative plates of the batteries come
as close together as possible. This is nec-
essary, as all spark coils use strong cur-
rent.

2.-My friend has a E. I. Co. Lytic de-
tector. It will not piek up Brant Rock
with a 4o -foot aerial and 75 ohm receiver,
13 miles. What shall he do?

A. 2.-He should use a potentiometer,
also thousand ohm receivers, and tuner in
connection with detector, as a detector

alone, no matter how sensitive, will not

work well under all circumstances, unless

above instruments are used in connection

with same.
SEARCH LIGHT.

(154.) HAROLD LEWSLY, Pa.,, writes:
I.-What size material should I utilize

in the construction of a search light
mileca-pable of throwing light one-half the

A. 1.-It is very hard to give you

information you desire through these

umns, but we should say that the lant

parts are the carbons, which should.fbSou
1

least one-half inch diameter each,

wish to throw a light one-half mile.
Almost

do
but ouany searchlight will do this,

they fight
not tell us with what intensity

le Oa',
should be received one-half Ini

from the searchlight. necessaryhe2.-Where can I obtain t
the approxi-material, and what would be

canmate cost of same? ly hollse urA. 2.-Any electrical
materia
supp. See °

furnish you with this
fficiendYadvertising columns.

frosted bulb a° stilts3 .-Is a 32 C. P. u.site re
powerful to produce the rae(1 advise Ohso
and if not will you kindiy produce

to Pr°dbulb would be required
results as mentioned. der

na

A. 3. --Hardly; we do not eoris.ihrosv

incandescent lamps sufficient to `-

light this distance.
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ixfWIRELESS TELEPHONE.
, Wise., writs:GER

(1:a,:liaveov readEICHINGERof a for.m. of electricity
to wireiess operators,

Ty ann°Ying,it's Please explain it. 'What can
to eliminate it?

(1°flye we understand that you refer to
.A,;.lectricity, or atmospheric, which
0"' e s bothers wireless operators a
anetiold ea.. This can be overcome with

", of variable condenser or condens-
tc)s,e sometimes

used in the ground circuit.
on which wireless telephone has

ec.II been carried furthest-Collins, or
ce

y D eF.1 rie hst?e.

Forest system, as far
we can ascertain, carries further than

he other system.
no VOLT ON COIL.

(15(.) LEWIS SHULMAN, N. Y. City,
mrites:
Would you be kind enough to inform

me whether the lighting current furnished
hy the New York Edison Co. is essential
or wireless, and also the furthest distance
can be sent?
I am not a subscriber, but hope to be-
anie one within a short time.
A.-It is not essential to use lighting

torrent in connection with wireless unless
ou refer to alternating current and trans -
amen When using a spark coil on rro
colts or 220 volts direct current it is nec-
ssary to have an electrolytic interrupter
something like the one described in the
December issue.

DETECTOR TROUBLE.
(157.) HAROLD H. SCOTT, N. Dak., asks:

am having trouble with my elec-
'IalYtic detector. When I work my coil,
s fast as I screw the platinum wire into
ie acid it "burns out." I use a one -inch

in connection with an electro adjus-
lole condenser, and the detector is about
...for feet from sending instruments. I use
Te dry atter wh a rheostat an te-
aerie recbeivery forit detector. Howd canleI
keP the wire from burning out?

nAt.iorni-eteYrou probably are not using ainpo-connection with the de-
etror. The idea of the potentiometer is
rely to save the detector from receivingmuch current from the batteries, andtze are confident that if you could procure

gainof these instruments, you
experience any trouble.

will not

12111ow far should I be able to send on!tisr.ear night with the following appara-
c;

wire 3o feet high, and composed of
rale,iw.,1r,es two feet apart and ten feet long,

sec
coil "Electro" adjustable con-

k. r and helix, and zinc spark gap.
it .2' About eight miles, if conditionshoretavorable, else you could not send

than six miles.
138.) SPARK COILS.

,what H. L. CARVER, Ia., asks:
is the voltage an amperage re-

ey
J:3 run one-half inch, one inch, and
"Fri spark coils? What current do

A glue?
lore good one-half inch coil uses one am -One

Inca coil t1/4. -VA, 2 inch coil from
/.114D3 amPeres ne inch spark betw een
°Ir. Points is equalO to 50,000 volts in dry

MISCELLANEOUS.
(259.) CLARENCE KRUG, Pa., writes:I.-Is it necessary to have a condenser

in series with the primary of a one-half
inch coil? If so, of what size?

A. r.-It is necessary to have a con-
denser in parallel with the vibrator, not
in series with the primary. The condenser
for one-half inch coil should have forty
sheets of tin foil 4x3 inches.

2.-How long will a good piece of eb-
onite give a spark?

A. 2.-We cannot answer your ques-
tion, as it is not definite enough. By using
an ebonite disc on a static machine about
ten inches diameter, one individual plate
can give in connection with another plate
2% inch to 3 inch spark. It all depends
just how the ebonite is used.

3.-Could the diagram on page 69 E. I.
Co.'s catalogue No. 5, be made and used as
a receiving outfit?

A. 3.-Yes, we think so.
AERIALS.

(160). ALLEN R. GREENLEAF, Mass., asks:
1.-Which of these three forms of aerial

is the best for general work?
A. 1.-No. 2 or No. 3 are considered the

best under the circumstances.

-Flo 2- s-

2.-Please show a good method for con-
necting a silicon detector.

A. 2.-We refer you to article on the Sili-
con Detector in the June issue.

3.-By connecting a condenser across the
vibrator of my coil the secondary spark is
cut down about one-half, while the spark at
the vibrator is hardly cut down at all.
Why is this?

A. 3.-Apparently your condenser is brok-
en down.

GRAVITY CELLS.
(I6I) MELVIN GETCHELL, of Massachus-

etts, writes:
I.-How many gravity cells would be re-

quired to replace a 6 -volt battery of dry
cells now used to run an inch spark coil?

A. r.-It is not practical to use the grav-
ity cells to run spark coil, as this battery
has a very low amperage and very large
such batteries only give about i/ro am-
pere.

You would have to connect the batter-
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ies on a plan similar to the diagram shown
on page 311 of the December issue.

2.-How is it possible .to cut the minia-
ture lamp bulb used in making a detector
as in Fig. 3, page 58 of the May issue of
MODERN ELECTRICS. Have tried two or
three but they have broken.

A. 2.-The easiest way to cut small
lamps is as follows : Take the bulb and
heat the top of it over an alcohol flame,
and as the lamp has a vacuum the outside
air will push the softened glass inwards,
leaving a large hole, which has the
edges rounded inwardly. By heating the
lamp 2-3 times you can easily get a very
large hole or any hole to suit your require-
ments.

CROOKES TUBE.
(162.) CHARLES PARSONS, Ida., asks :
1.-Will a Crookes tube four inches in

diameter work with a static Wimshurst
machine giving a three-inch spark?

A. 1.-Yes, without a doubt.
2.-Please describe the unit of resistance

as sold with the static machine by the Elec-
tro Importing Co., New York.

A. 2.-The so-called "unit of resistance"
is a condenser arrangement with several
condensers in series.

COIL QUERIES.
(163.) THOS. P. J. SHANNON, Cal., writes:
Is there a way in which the primaries

of small induction coils from 1/2 -inch up,
can be wound so that they can be run on
no volts alternating current without an in-
terruptor?

A.-All of the existing spark coils can
be used on alternating current simply by
putting the coils in circuit with several
lamps, in series-multiple, in a similar
manner as shown on page 299 of the De-
cember issue. Of course, the spark ob-
tained for instance from a 1 in. coil will not
be of this length when the coil is used in
connection with alternating current, but
a shorter and fatter spark will be the re-
sult. If you are using a regular spark coil
with a vibrator, simply screw up the vi-
brator, while working the coil.

TELEGRAPHONE.
(164.) W. H. POOLE, Ills. writes:
Will you please tell me' the size of the

wire used upon the small electro-magnet
used upon the Poulsen Telegraphone.
Also the ohmic resistance of the inscribing
magnet?

A.-The wire used on the Poulsen Tel-
egraphone is about No. 20, although differ-
ent sizes may be used advantageously.
This is for the iron "talk" wire. The small
electro-magnets usually have a resistance
of 75 ohms or more.

SEND US YOUR N tME AND ADDRESS so
as to he at the head of the list to receive our new
STORAGE BATTERY CATALOGUE now in

blossom. Just the thing for the wireless experimenter.
A new low priced complete storage battery of any ca-
pacity. We have almost anything you can wish for and
a few specials you can get nowhere else. Send the
stamps today and state just what you are most interested
in. Storage batteries and storage battery work is our
specialty.

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR CO.
200-202 MARKET ST., NEWARK, N. J.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Instructions in wireless
Telegraphy

Send 25 ets. for best wireless instruction
bookpublished. Everybody can understand

it-no,_technical-written in plain English --snake
Yourown wireless outfits-complete instructions.

Dealers and Manufacturers of All Kinds
of Wireless Apparatus at Low Prices

Send stamps for Catalogue. Ask for our Special
Offer to Students

JOERIN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO.
R 501-622 Wells St. Chicago,

111.

When writing please mention "Modern EleetrIcs."

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

COPYRIGHTS &C.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly contidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Ilmerican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of any scientidc Journal. Terms. $3 a
year : four months. $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co 36513roadway, YorkC.
Branch Office. 425 F t Washington,D.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Wireless Telegraphy
Taught Quickly by

Correspondence.

Positions secured.

OP 9* 

BOSTON SCHOOL OF

TELEGRAPHY
Mme

The largest and best Telegraph School it Nov
18A Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

England. We make a specialty of qualifying anibitioiT

young men and women for Railroad, Cornatercit

Brokerage and Wireless Telegraph service. Send 11!`

coondeeshoswi zien g6 xth6e

handsome Telegraph codes, mounted on fine cardboard,

telegraphic
postage cash or stamps for free wireless
book. With this we furnish FREE OF CHARGE

two

When writing please mention "Modern
inches.

Telegr. code, the other Morse

triC11;.

KNAPP DYNAMO -MOTOR

ASK UP-TO.DATE
DE41-05

6V. 4A.
Ffficiency-finish

nusarP3015ed:

Lights lamps, drives
no,

etc. Easily attached
tor'.'s

drive. Fine as povelln,°T.die 6

Dynamo, only.$5.0u.,
:4400.

wI3esighlft awndibds.rive,
ow)

STAMP FOR SPECIALTY
CA ALOGT. y.

Knapp Electric &
When writing please mention "Modern YO
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements in this column 2
pnts a word, no of any kind.
ayable in advance,dis stapmps not accepted.

Coo t 7 words per line. Minimum, 2
lines.

Heavy face type 4 cents a word.
Minimum, 3 lines.

Advertisements under " Wireless"
5 cents a word. Minimum, 4 lines.
Wireless

Wboireless " 2 cenptoks

and blues
a word.

rints not listed
under "

dvertisements for the arch issue must
ishi our hands by February 25.

...

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
sTUDY, ELECTRICITY AT HOME-A complete

geincal course at home, containing 30 -page detail
ok, 220 -page text -book, 200 experiments andor leo pieces of apparatus. Price, complete, only
go, Catalogue "M. E. S." explains this and
ether remarkable offers. Thomas M. St. John, 848
Ninth Ave., New York.

when writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
CHEMICAL RECTIFIER, how to make, 25 cents.

sate for wireless work, cheaper than wood. ElectroSky, Barker, N. Y. (5).
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS, ETC.

WIRELESS CODES. Send 10e. for blue printSewing Morse. Continental and Navy Codes.i.e. Austin, Jr.. Hasbrouck Heights. N. J.
When writing please mention "Modern Blectries."
WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. If you wantto catch messages from stations hundreds of milesnay, get our set of ten blueprints of tuned trans.Ilnag and receiving stations, 25 cents. Construe-pn blueprint of Electrolytic Detector, 15 cents.raIr. wirelessi_rier l e s s telephone blueprints, 15 cents. Im-

cell PWa. le s Co., 230 South Pacific avenue, Pitts-

Ibles writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS, build your own

'941.k
coil. Blueprints and detailedinformation, 25

(oboes, N.
No ktiamps. Samuel Mather, S Mann ave.,

-1-16-el writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
ti',°O.K, Twenty dollars will build 20,000 volt, 1
qtyw_ Transformer. Blueprints and directions for

'ents. J. H. White, Ross, California.
Wien

writing please mention "Modern Blectries."

,, ? WIRELESS ?
a.. course we have it. Coherers, Detectors,Coherers. Rheostats, Static Machines,Octan the Electrical " knick-knacks " you'ke been looking for. All apparatus carriedslottek in St. Louis. Why pay freight and
ine,e8gage to

ouroo fromthe East ? Come.00k averstock. HANCE ELECTRIC' %live Street, St. Louis, Mo.
en writing please mention "Modern Electric.."
CEO-, ICE STOCK and the finest assortment of Wire -
Telegraph supplies for the experimenter and the4,eur in Philadelphia. We can save you money on alllitlp)ods and shall be only too pleased to demonstratekat Plain you the philosophy and working of thetuners, detectors, condensers, high resistancecoherers etc. J. Elliott Shaw, 632 Arch St.,e1Phia Pa

writing please mention "Modern Electric's...
iohkBl

-
SS EXPERIMENTERS !! More money.litisii,Paratus. Set of schemes to make money witht,_qinital for 10 cents Will send something use-.16...Snow if two one -cent stamps are enclosed with it.`Eichinger, Brussels Wis.

.4114 Writing please mention "Modern Electrios."
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WIRELESS=Large Blue Print of latest andbest tuned receiving and sending circuit,showing all connections. By mail 30 cents.F. W. Falek, 204 Emerald St. Los Angeles, Cal.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

WIRELESS FIENDS
Attention: Silicon (fused), large piece. 15cents. Molybdcnite, thatwonderful new sub-stance, 10 cents for large piece. Wollastonwire. .0001 inch, 35 cents per inch. En-ameled wire for tuners, No. 20, SO cents,No. 24, 61.35 per lb. Aluminum wire, No.14,for Antennae, wonderfully light and strong',the best yet, 240 feet per lb., 60 cents per lb.Telephone Cords, 2 conductors, with tips forreceivers, 3 feet long, 15 cents each. NewGraphite ('up for Electrolytic Detectors, 20cents. Condensers for receiving stations, 40
cents. Tantalum wire, .001 inch diameter, for
experimenting with the new Tantalum De-tector, 10 Cents per inch. Two -cent stampmust be included in above prices if article isto be mailed. ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,86-z West Broadway, New York.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

YOU BET
we have all up to date wireless supplies. We
carry more wireless goods for the amateurthan any other house on the Coast. Why pay
express and freight, when you can get thegoods right here at right prices? Detectors,
Tuners, Condensers, Spark Coils from 1-2 to4 inch spark, oscillators, coherers. lamps,
Static machines, in fact, anything electricalyou want. Call or write. It will pay you.
PAUL SEILF.R ELECTRIC WORKS, Market St.
San Francisco, Cal.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.-On account of leaving this country

I am willing to sell my four -inch coil for $18, original
cost $45. Size of base, holding condenser, 18 inches
by 10 inches by 3 inches. Length of core 13 inches.
Diameter of windings 5 inches. Hard rubber tube,
fine finish throughout. N. W. 12, clo Modern Elec-
trics.

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrles."

FOR SALE.-Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity.
A. S. C. 5 vols. Bindings all good, stout and sound.
Fine condition. $8.00. ANGLE, 360 East 54th st.,
Chicago.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

DEFOREST TYPE APPARATUS. In use one
year on boat. Will sell for one -quarter of cost; cop-
per plated jars or transformer separate. (Range 150
miles.) No. 1000, clo Modern Electrics.

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrics."

FOR SALE.-Transformer from 110 V. A. C. to
10-20-30-40 at 5 amp. 1 1-4 in. spark coil, chemical
rectifier, blueprints of above transformer and of
.high tension 1-4 Kilo Watt. G. D. H., 2827 South-
port ave., Chicago.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE ( Fren h ),
finest precision, guaranteed in every respect.
Everything but the lenses. Rig electric. hand
fed arc lamp Generator (enclosed in metal
square box) and gas apparatus goes with ma-chine. Will sell for 610.00. Big bargain.
Photo sent upon request.

B. S., care of Modern Electrles Publication
When writing please mention "Modern Electric's."

WANTED, to meet' or correspond with amateur
wireless telephonists for mutual benefit ; write fully.
Winter, 185 West 88th st., New York City.
When writing please mention "Modern Electric,."
FOR SALE. -1-6 h. p. 100-110 volt alternating cur-

rent power motor, or trade. for wireless apparatus.
Warren J. Baumann, Lock Haven, Pa.
When writing please mention "Modern Electries."
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Atitifirati trritss Atijustitut

New Vork ad) Eirtruit

ANNOUNCEMENT

Throughout the entire period of wireless
progress there has been no adequate source
of instruction in wireless operating and
engineering.

The mechanical -development of the wire-
less art has outstripped the ability of the
public to furnish the experts needed, until
to -day the progress of the great wireless
enterprises is threatened through the ina-
bility of the wireless companies to secure
the men needed for the extension of their
business into the fields that so sorely need
wireless communication. This seems al-
most paradoxical in view of the popularity
of wireless and the thousands of more or
less skilled mechanics who are experiment-
ing in wireless to -day. The truth is, the
country posseses the necessary operatives,
in embryo, and only awaits the agency of
some great national institution to bring the
companies in contact with the men they
need.

The American Wireless Institute has
been founded for the express purpose of
qualifying the progressive men and women
of the nation to step into this lucrative
connection with our stupendous wireless
enterprises.

Association with wireless means bound-
less opportunity. Thousands of successful
business men of to -day owe their present
position in the world to their early associ-
ation with the development of the wire tel-
ephone and telegraph. How much greater
is the field awaiting those who become
identified with the early history of wire-
less!

Success lies, in a great measure, in one's
ability to discern an opportunity when it
is presented and courage to put aside the
old line of thought and action to take up
the new.

Wireless offers unquestionably the most
fascinating and awe-inspiring vocation of
the present. Recognition and speedy ro

motion invariably follow energy
pro-

motion
thought expended in the cause of improve-
ment.

There is only one right way to learn
wireless thoroughly, and that is in a school
properly equipped with modern instruments
and commanding the services of able en-
gineers. Joining the navy in order to learn
the art of wireless is a long, expensive, and

roundabout way to reach the desired goal,

In its comparatively short course of in-

struction the American Wireless Institute

can give the earnest student a greater in-

sight into wireless theory and practise

than he could obtain during the four

years of hard work required of all who

enlist in the navy.
The American Wireless Institute is the

only organization of its kind in the world,

and is managed by expert wireless engi-

neers whose experience throughout the en-

tire period of wireless development,
both

in the navy and with the great wireless

companies, has especially qualified them

for this great work.
The American Wireless Institute teaches

all the details pertaining to the coofnswtriure:

tion, operation and maintenance initting

less telephone and telegraph trans

and receiving apparatus, antennae,
e

etc., as well as a general course
n e

rri.

i

cal science.
This instruction is given in three c°duerti'ec'e'

d all adva
namely, a preliminary or correspon

thor"course, a primary course, an

ineverY "'course. The primary course
offers a ito.to.

n,ough and practical training
A srudelit ca

date feature of wireless.

about six weeks, secure a th°r°t1'
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,...danding of both wireless telephone and
IP h operation. While the regular:ge

0,1'2Pof instruction is arranged to occupy
-,-six weeks, the student is given every

e in completing the work sooner.
'55'5be ;cl:ruction is individual, and the stu-
kis progress depends upon himself The
ndent who completes this course is qual-
ied to accept a position as an operator
d after a certain amount of experience,

za) expect advancement into the ranks of
aspectors and installing engineers.
To the student who qualifies in the ad-
anced course is assured a position as an
'Ispector or engineer, after a preliminary
:lining as an operator in actual service,
there after a brief experience, a capable
arson may even have an opportunity to
step into a responsible executive position
etth one of the great wireless companies.
This advanced course of four weeks is
;pen only to students who have success -
telly passed the required examination.
The preliminary course is given by ear-

nspondence only. We do not believe that
practical wireless operation can be taught
')y mail any more than can piano playing,
.30 it is no doubt a fact that a great deal of
ie preliminary work necessary to master -

either wireless or the piano can be done
7y a course. This course
ryes adequate instruction in nomen-
ature, theory and principle, and will save
most students more than double its cost
a the time saved in completing the other
"'arses. While not requiring this course,
we urge every student who can afford it to
!cure this supplementary instruction be-
r3re undertaking the primary course.

The correspondence course costs twenty
4.00) dollars, the primary course fifty
$.9100) dollars and the advanced course

($50.00) dollars. The total cost of
-lion, including all three courses, is oneadred ($Ioo.00) dollars, a special reduc-
.':'n of twenty ($2o.00) dollars being ex-
e.nded to every student completing the
gee courses. There are no tedious waits
get started, as a new class is begun in

Zell _regular course every Monday, while
correspondence course may be corn-

4eeeed at any time.
erY student must furnish with his ap-"Kat'1" for enrollment the names of atEst three responsible persons able to

for his character, integrity and earn-

estness of purpose. Every reference will
be carefully investigated before any of the
privileges of the school can be granted to
any candidate.

Detroit has been chosen as the seat of
the first branch of the American Wireless
Institute, as that city occupies a central
position on the Great Lakes, which will
doubtless be the scene of one of the first
great commercial developments of wireless
communication. The student at Detroit
will have the immense benefit of practical
work in the field within reach of a major-
ity of the instruments on the Great Lakes,
in conjunction with laboratory and school-
room work.

Competent students should be able to se-
cure good positions with the shipping in-
terests on the Great Lakes, even before
graduation.

Female operators are in almost as great
demand as men. We are prepared to give
the three courses of instruction to women
and recommend to them this vocation, as
presenting a field unequalled in opportu-
nity for quick recognition and substantial
financial appreciation.

An Accommodation Bureau has been es-
tablished for the convenience of out-of-
town students, whom we will gladly assist
in securing board and rooms at suitable
rates, with home comforts and the proper
environment for work. The cost of room
and board runs from about $5.00 to $io.00
a week, according to accommodations re-
quired by the student.

It is manifestly impossible for us to
pledge positions before students demon-
strate their capabilities and their value to
the world of wireless, but our Employment
Bureau is continually receiving requests for
trained wireless men, and so far we have
been unable to supply the demand.

Once more, let us urge upon every young
man and woman of the nation the study of
wireless as a vocation, as a life work hold-
ing out to the capable student a future
fraught with independence, accomplish-
ment, recognition, and the happiness that
comes only with a career whose usefulness
to our fellows cannot be gainsaid.

Additional information cheerfully fur-
nished upon application.

Address office nearest your place of resi-
dence.

itA11( H. BUTLER, Manager,
American Wireless Institute,Detroit, Mich.
University Building,

M. A. CASE, Secretary,
American Wireless Institute,
52 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Ar
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Tip " Elertru " Oinituth Camp
The most i n -

genous clam p
e v er invented.
Invaluable to
e v e r y wireless
experimenter.

50% of All
Wireless

Troubles are
due to a poor

ground.
Our new clamp

fit any gas o r
water pipe from

in. to 2 in. di-
ameter. Binding
post provided to
attach wires.

Clamp is installed in less than two minutes. No soldering to be
done, no wires to be wrapped around pipes, which method
always gives trouble. The contact -band of our clamp (1 inch
wide) is of pure copper. Price of Clamp 10 cents each.
By mail 3 cents extra. Per dozen 85 cents.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
S6 -Z West Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

.. TRANSFORMER ..
250 watt 10,000 volt transformer for

use in wireless 'telegraphy. Special price
delivered to any part of U. S., $30.00..

Will send up to fifty miles. Speaking
arcs, transformers, etc. supplied for use in
wireless telephony. Drawings and plans

furnished. Send for descriptive matter.

VICTOR H. LAUGHTER
BYHALIA, MISS.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Faucet WATER MOTORS
Complete with emery $2.50

wheel, buff wheel, pulley
to run sewing and washing ma-
chine, polish. In some cities where
we have no agents, and where the
w at e r pressure is good, a sample
motor will be given free; apply at
once if you want to make some
extra money, or if you can devote
your whole time, liberal salary and
commission will be paid.

ALCOHOL STOVES, LAMPS
AND FLAT IRONS.

ENGINEERS WANTED to send for catalog of in-
dicators, Reducing Wheels, Planimeters. Address,

LIPPINCOTT Al. S. CO.,
52 Columbia St.,

New JerseyNewark,
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Angtiling Eirririrat.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE -100 Pages of Electricity.

Send 2 cent stamp-postage.

Flash -lights to Dynamos. Containing also the lar-

gest assortment of unexcelled German toys.

Highest Quality- Lowest Prices -

J. J. DUCK, 432 St. Clair Street, Toledo, 0.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

ACC U RATE
COMPACT

INEXPENSIVE

Voltmeters, Ammeters
and Volt -Ammeters
Send for Complete Catalogue of

PORTABLE and SWITCHBOARD

PATTERNS

L. M. PIGNOLET
82 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK

When writing please mention "Modern Electnes."

TUNED WIRELESS TELEG-
RAPHY.

(Continued from Page 385)

Again, after adjusting the aerial tuning
condenser to give the strongest signals,
and if interference is found, the inten-
sifier handle is adjusted to a small valve
and the condensers are again adjusted.
It will be found that the further the in-
tensifier handle is turned from 90 deg.
the sharper will the adjustments of the

condensers become, and the greater will

be the freedom from interference.-
Lond. Electrician.

GROBET SWISS FILES

- - -- - - ---, ---..4.1111
And Olher High Grade Tools-.4

Are shown in our catalog. Send your name and
freeddress

on postal and mention this paper and we will

our catalog. MONTGOMERY & CO.,

103 Fulton Street, New York CiII

When writing please mention "Moders Bleetries.

B 0 0 K
We carry the best book assortment in this coun-

try. Our specialty is to publish electrical
books-

just what you are looking for.
Watson.

are
Ph.

a f Dw:

Storage Batteries, by A. E. atson.
postpaidPrice

K

How to lake a 1 -Kilowatt Dynamo,
by A. 1.cloth. $1.50.

Watson. Profusely illustrated. Price
postpaid $

The Gas Engine, How to Make and Use
It, by

0 paid $1.00

P. B. Warwick, including
discussion on gasoline

An excellent book for the amateur.
Price

post-T . 0engines. Price, cloth. postpaid 75 cents.
,rid

A B C of Wireless Telegraphy, by g. re t..

f e list
containing °postpaid

furla;ge as
V

d for

Trevert.

amateur
A

New Experimental Electricity,
by E. price

postpaid $1.00.
A book every experimenter

should posses

X -Rays for Everybody, bv
E. Trevert

1)°-

K and experimenter. Price
questionably the best book printed

for theo

These are only a few books
fro n o

To

sortment. Sen
best electrical

books in existance.

M. Bubier Publishing Co.,

K
When writing please mention "10'01
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ociAL 1000 OHM
'150EIVERS, $3.00!

Receivers are
of the Bipolar, Watch Case Type,

7, wound
to over 1000 Ohms Resist -

r with Copper
Magnet Wire.

ore frilly as sensitive as arse many High Priced
!,`,.,:no, on the market. and surpassed only by

MOH EFFICIENCY RECEIVER. that
1500 Ohms. Furthermore the GETZ guarsi

AP" thetn WHICH MEANS GOOD RESULTS.tr$

4f FIRST 25 ORDERED WILL BE EQUIPPED WiTH

001 ated , Adjustable Head -Band FREE of Charge

IV. C.GETZ
345 N Charles St.

Baltimore, Md.

cwriting please mention "Modern Electrics."

TYPEWRITER
Sacrifice Sale
Greatest bargains ever
offered, UNDERWOODS,
OLIVERS, REMINGTONS,

Wills (all makes) rebuilt $15. to $38, worth
;chic; sent subject to examination and trial.
ed for "Bargain List"

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange
245 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

reliable. Established 27 years on Broadway. Don't
Istl?is chance to get a good typewriter at half price.

immediately.

writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

WHIELFAS TELEGRAPHY
/anew Thermo-Silicon Detectors are going like hot-*4. Everybody is pleased with them. Better orderat once. Each $Loo. Carborundum Detectors,*Price. With 1000 ohm telephone receiver, cordmild wire, $3.70. The only guaranteed Detector$t Market that i, extremely sensitive Other receiv-'taiions for $2.25. 1 to inch coil $5.00. 1 toCell $7.75. Complete Wireless Station to work 5$9.1:i. Send stamp for illustrated circulars.
International Wireless Co., Lima, Ohio

writing please mention "Modern Electries."

ACTION COILS SPECIALTY
All sizes from 1 in. to 20 in. Spark
Testing Instruments,

Telegraph Apparatus,
Experimental Work

of all kinds.

Foote, Pierson & Co.
160 Duane St., New York

writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

RI NT / If it's printed we do
it-and do it well.
No matter whereare located We Can Save You Money.

O work is clean, our services more than prompt, our _rlaltYeasonab

Writele.
Cusatalos,

requirements'`c your today.Kellerman, 13 Vandewater St., New York City
4''`

A Sensational Novelty.
Will Last a Lifetime

THE IMPROVED FLAMING
POCKET LIGHTER.

Patented July 9, 1907, and Sept. i0, 1907
Infringers cautioned.

Every smoker wants it. Will light in windy weather.
Better than matches. A little deodorized wood alco-
hol once in a while does the trick. Nothing to wear
out. Sample mailed upon receipt of 55c. Special
prices to dealers in dozen or gross lots. If you wish
to make big money this summer write at once to

the Auto Igniter Co.. 10471 B'dway, N. Y. City

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

PATENTS
Advice Free. Rates Reasonable
Highest References. Best Services

SEND FOR FREE BOOKS
WATSON E. COLEMAN

Patent Lawyer Washington, D. C.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT

When

in the shortest possible time.
The Omnigraph Automatic Trans-
mitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph
messages at any speed just as an
expert operator would. 5 styles
$2 up ; circular free.

Omnigraph Mfg. Co.
50% Cortlandt St., Nsw YORK

writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

tlatrutg Vag
SPECIALTY :

PATENTS AND TRADE. MARKS
Good Work at Reasonable Prices

Highest References

GEO. A. HOFFMAN
COUNSELLOR -AT -LAW

U.S. Express Bldg. 2 Rector Street
NEW YORK CITY

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

la

Olie "Ceara" Voir 31ttbtrator
This new little tester is a wonder. It is used every day in the

week by all experimenters, electricians and amateurs. It is the
neatest device we have ever seen. Is used on currents from
1-230 volts. A marvel of simplicity. The tester at each end has
an ingenous wire clip for attaching wires or cords. Connect
them to a current supply and one of the platinum foi s inside the
tube will turn red. This is the NEGATIVE Pole. Shake the
tube and the color vanishes. The tester is ready for a new test.
Always ready. Can never wear out. Absolutely reliable. So
small it can be carried in the vest pocket. Size 3x341 inch. Every
tester guaranteed or money refunded. Introduction price 50c
by mail.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
86-Z WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y

please mention "Modern Electrics." When writing please mention "Modern Electrica."
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Patent What You Invent
THIS BOOK
Giving full information in
Patent Matters, and two
others telling what to in-
vent and a history of suc-
cessful inventions

MAILED FREE
We Advertise Patents of Our Clients

CONSCIENTIOUS SERVICE

For Sale

Send Us a Sketch
of an invention for our
opinion as to patentability
which will be rendered
without charge. If we be-
lieve it to be new, we will
issue a contract under which

WE REFUND ALL FEES

IF WE FAIL TO OBTAIN
A PATENT : : :

in Prominent Dailies At Our Expense

WRITE FOR OUR BOOKS

WOODWARD & CHANDLEE
Registered Attorneys 1268 F Street, Washington, D.C.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

-RADIO"

APPARATUS

Wave Meter
What wave length are you using ?

finestWe make a genuine Wave Meter calibrated with the fine

standard in the United States for $25.00,
THINK OF IT!
IT CAN BE USED ALSO AS A RECEIVING TUNER.
You can measure the wave length of every station you can hear

Order at once-to be sure of quick delivery.

THE RADIO TELEPHONE CO'
(DEFOREST SYSTEM)

49 EXCHANCE PLACE, NEW YORK

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
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A Book Worth Having-it's FREE I
(7, ."?PMEE

scrEw H^LCER
PAT,. ,TLFIVEFI

tyook packed full of new ideas in labor-saving "YANKEE TOOLS"
for all classes of Mechanics.Tools that appeal to any man, no matter what his profession or calling. The book is the embodiment ofyankee ingenuity and invention, illustrated with photographic

reproductions of the Tools in useA postal brings it if you say "Modern Electrics" Your dealer sells "YANKEE TOOLS"
NORTH BROS. MFG. CO. Philadelphia, Pa.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

THIS LS THE WONDERFUL

RED STYLO
INK PENCIL

To in-
troduce
this mar-
velous ink
pencil to
readers of

MODERN
ELECTRICS
We will send
Onesample pre
paid for $1.00.
Regular price
strictly 12.00.
Dealers and Agentsrite for interesting
Proposition.
We also make electriclash lights, batteries.te famous Universaltry cells, electric scarf

1?),N. alladin electric gas,4itters, electric magicAnterns; also the marvel -%SPRY alcohol (in chunks)ttuversal
flaming cigar light -LT, sample sent by mail for

etc. CATALOGUE FREE.gal prices for July and Aug .

Inverse! Novelty Co.
lits

W. 29th St., New York, N. Y.

Impossible to leak, even if car-
ried upside down. Writes like ap en c i L Has a platinum-

iridio feed wire and we
therefore guarahtee each

and every pencil. Order
One now.
Over 2 Million of
these Pencils nowin use.

All editorials and
text matter of MOD-

ERN HLECTR ICS
are written with

Red Stylo
Ink

Pencils

lea Writing please mention "Modern Electrica.

Grab's Keyless Basket Bank FHoormthee

ENCOURAGES SAVING
It automatically registers the deposit

of each coin. Capacity $30.00. Impos-
sible to extract any money until $5.00
or a multiple thereof in dimes is de-
posited - when bank automatically
opens. Made of solid steel and iron,
oxidized copper finish. Size 2% x 3%
inches; weight 14 ounces. Price $1.00
prepaid in U. S.

Order today-money back if
not satisfied.

VICTOR ri. GRAB & co.
1101 Ashland Block, Chicago, Ill.

Agents -Our offer will interest you-Write.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Electric Light Fixtures
For Residence. Boat and Camping.

We construct special designs to order. We manufac-ture all specialties of metal goods in quantities only.
Write us your requirements.
We issue no catalogue.

Gothberg flanufacturing Co.
112 Duane Street, - New York City
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
BOOK Memory the Basisof A11- Kn_owlecl.fge

top Forgetting* KETHE.
SUCCESS

HOW You are no greater intellectually thanTOyour memory. Easy, inexpensive. Increases
ncome; gives ready memory for faces, names,REIIEMBLK.business details, studies, conversation; developsWRITE TO -DAY will, public speaking, writing, personality.Dickson Memory Schoo!, 942 Auditorium Bldg.. Chicago

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

..11EE--Two Books:
91 -Page

Ill)tator's Guide "
AND

4_ 76 -Page1f of Inpatents
-Whit sad Mow toInvent.'

l'eZMarka, Copyrights
-".'tvobelat Registered:
ADVICE FREE.
rarn+dence Solicited.

FIN-- PROTECT YOUR IDEA
Patents That Pay

SPECIAL OFFER: Send sketches or model and
description of invention for FREE SEARCH of

Patent Office Records and Report as to patentability. You
will save TIME and MONEY.
EXPERT --PROMPT SERVICES. HIGHEST REFERENCES

Registered Fa,ent Attorney
Patent Lawyer( Patent Litigation)

1109 F STREET,
WASIIIGTOS, D. C.E.E.YROOTIAN

REFERENCES:
American National Bank,

Washington, D. C.
LittleGiant Hay Press Co.,

Dallas. Texas.
Gray Lithograph Co.,

New York City, N.Y.
Farmers M'f'g Co.,

Norfolk, Va.
New Era M'f.g Co

Fairfield, Iowa.
The Parry Stationery Co.,

Oklahoma City Okla.
Bell Show Print Co.,

SigOurneV, la.
When writing please mention "Modern Electric,."
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1

SWIAMILIIAANW11100~1010:41".1\11010106.11\ ' V1/4114%, 111.1101106"Nvii I)

THE ONLY
MAGAZINE
PUBLISHED
INTHESERV-
ICE AND DE-
VOTED EX-
CLUSIVELY
TO THE IN-
TERESTS OF
THE ENTIRE
N A V

flth

MAILED To
ANY AD.
DRESS
THE UNITED
STATES OR
TO ANY SHIP
IN THE NAVY
FOR $1.50 PER

Y E AR

An Illustrated Monthly Magazine written and published by men in the U. S. Navy

you are interested in our great American Navy; all Loyal Americans are, but you do not get the
inside news-the real facts about the life aboard ship. You do not get close enough to
the men with their joys and troubles. You may know the movements of all the Naval

Vessels each month. You may know what their crews are doing-what they
are seeing. You may follow the great fleets around the world. You may
read Naval news written by Naval men who know what they are writing.
In short, you may be on the,inside of everything pertaining to the great
battleships and the men who run them, by reading the navy magazine.
"Our Navy." Published monthly at the Naval Training Station, San
Francisco, California.

The Advertising Medium that reaches the Navy
k

111/4W1~1010016.11WW6IWIWIek VLA Mika

When writing please mention "Modern Elertri,.

SUPREMACY
The visible -writing feature of the

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER was so

plainly visible-in securing speed, ease

and accuracy of operation-that other

visible -writing machines were bound to

follow. They have followed; they do

follow. The UNDERWOOD'S supremacy

i
in thorough dependability, as well as in operation, isn't a matter of promise

or of claim. There is ready proof-in actual use.
YOU can judge better than any one else which is the best typewriter

for YOU. Let your judgment be based, though, on knowledge-real

knowledge-accurate and complete. Will you come in and learn all

about the Underwood ? You'll be met by one who'll show you give

you only facts-not even try to influence YOUR judgment.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO. (Inc)

ANYWHERE

a

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetries."
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%tirgatit Haiti
STesrE3E BATTERY

r Ilaur'ut
ur prirru

gut um] mud! to
talk, in fart Oro Hell !!!

6 Volts, 60 Ampere Hours
1

Size 62x7.1x7 in. Weight 27 lbs Used
on board of several U. S. Battleships.
Same type used in the Oldsmobile, Pull-
man and a number of other high class
automobiles for ignition and lighting Six
plates in each cell, 3 positives and 3 nega-
tives. 18 plates in one battery.

Through a fortunate deal with the mak-
ers, we have purchased several hundred of
these batteries, all in perfect condition ex-
cept that they are of the 1908 style. As the
makers have brought out a new 1909 type
they did not wish to keep the 1908 type in
stock and we bought the whole block. If you
wish to know more about this wonderful
ROYAL BATTERY, send 2c stamp and
we will send you a 20 page book entitled:
"Treatise on Storage Batteries." The type
B-3, exactly as cut, only wider and bigger
lists at 27 Dollars (see book.)

Our PRICE NOW, to M. E Readers

I ONLY 58.501
This is a chance of a lifetime. We can

ship at once; two styles. One Enamel
steel case, the other treated wood case.
Fine rubber -belting handle, patent gas
vent, etc. etc. Speak quick.

Wireless

Insulator

olttlttetteb-0
as used by the U. S.
Government, made of
moulded "Electrose."
Will stand discharge of
80,000 volts. Deep cor-
rugations, powerful iron
ring at each end. Sizes,

1034inches long, ltz

inches diameter.

PRICE,H 50 CENTS I

CANNOT GO BY MAIL

LOOK! LOOK!!
ATTENTION!

Our Wireless Spark Coils are the most efficient in the world.
Please remember that a,1 our coils are wound with No.34 B & S
wire which insures a FAT heavy spark. Also remember that
we build more wireless coils than ALL OTHER so called wire-
less coil builders in this country COMBINeD. Ours are no
amateurish make -shifts, "manufactured" in an attic. We
guarantee each and every coil to be as represented and will
exchange any one not being wholly satisfactory, or else refund
the money. We are not satisfied, unless you are.
!ire find that our stock on our regular 2 inch Coil, No. 1089,

listing at $10.50, is too large. We built over 500 of these coils
before Christmas and find that we have about 150 on hand now.
As our usual stock is from 50 to 75 2 inch Coils, we will sell
One Hundred 2 Inch Coils only practically at cost.
The ridiculous low price, as long as the 100 Coils last is

$7.50
1089net saving of $3.00. kemember, each coil is fully guaranteed.

As soon as the 100 coils are gone the price will be again $10.50
as heretofore. As soon as the stock is cleared we will refund money to customer, or advise him. NOTE-Our young friends
desiring to get one of these fine Coils, and who just now cannot send in the entire amount are requested to send one Dollar on
deposit. We shall then reserve one Coil for them, to be shipped C. 0. D. (if desired) within 30 days.

We also have a limited number of 1'4 inch coils, (not listed in our as long as the
catalog) which we are selling at the unprecedented low price of $5.00 supply lasts.

REMEMBER THE E. I. CO., GUARANTEE, (see Catalogue.)

1000 OHM WIRELESS RECEIVER
with fine cord, 3 feet long, No. 1307, (one receiver only,) the most sensitive telephone receiver in the
world, used by the United Wireless Co., Marconi Companies, etc. etc.

ITHIS riONTH $2.50 By Mail 8 Cents Extra

Resistance absolutely guaranteed. These phones have double poles, wound with No. 50 S. S. C.
copper wire, hard rubber shell, finely nickeled casing and extraordinary thin diaphragms. 1 hey are
so marvellously sensitive that they will respond when the metal cord tips are moistened and touched.
(No battery needed.) NOTE-Send us your low resistance receiver with 85 cents. We will re -wind
it up to 1000 ohms with No. 50 silk covered wire and will return it to you prepaid.

NOTE-On above articles stamps NOT accepted.
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Our new ELECTRICAL CYCLOPEDIA CATALOG No. .7), containing 114 pages, valuable information,Cns diagrams, WIRELESS CODES, electrical photographs and the most c amplete assortment of wireless goods, apparatus,
&t Les.

etc. etc will be sent to you on receipt of 2 cents postage to cover cost of mailing.tnetythiag for till
Electro Importing Co., 86-z West Broadway, New York

"Modern Electrics" guarantees the reliability of its advertisers.



The man who is fitting
himself for the field of elec-
tricity today is facing an
opportunity that is almost

limitless. The Power of the Future is Elec-
tricity, and in this branch of science will be
found the greatest possibilities for advancement.

1 he standard reference v ork of he up-to-date Electrician,
Electrical Engineer, and all allied professions is the

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
This complete, specialized work comprises 2 896 pages of

authoritative up-to-date information. It treats of twenty-
three general subjects. Its detailed index i,cludes over 4 000
different topics. A careful revision has just been made, page
for page. Every topic previously covered has been brought
right down -to -date. Six volumes. page size 7x10 inches.
2 000 special photos, sections, diagrams, etc., indexed and
ready for reference.

In proof of its up-to-dateness, it is only necessary to men-
tion that foremost among the subjects treated are Dynamo -
Electric Machinery, Alternating -Current Machinery, Wire-
less Telegraphy, Wireless a n d Automatic Telephony,
Storage Batteries, Power Station a n d Transmissions,
Telautograph. Electric Lighting and Railways, Electric
Wiring, Telegraphone, etc.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO LOOK
Upon receipt of coupon we will send you a set of this

great Cyclope lie, by prepaid express. without deposit or
guarantee of any kind. Keep the books five days, examine
them carefully. give them every possible test. We want
you to be the judge you are under no obligation.

If you decide the books are not what you want, advise us
and we will have them returned at our expense. If you
keep the books send us $2.00 within five days. then $2.00 a
month until you have paid the special price of $18.60. The
regular list price is $36 00.

This special offer is good until March 1st.

Important Subjects Covered:
Theory, Calculation, Design and Construction

of Generators and Motors -Types of Dynamos
and Motors-Elevators-Direct Current rlotors
-Direct Driven flachine Shop Tools-Alterna-
ting Current rlotors, etc.-Single Phase Electric
Railway - Electric Welding - fiercury Vapor
Converter-Ilanagement of Dynamos and Mo-
tors - Central Station Engineering- Central
Station Design Synchronous Motor, Induction
rlotor, Transformer, Rotary Converter. Fre-
quency Changer, etc. -Telegraphy-Telephony.

FREE! Order at once and we will include for on
year, as a monthly supplement, the

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE
A regular $1.50 monthly. presenting Twentieth Century

facts in plain English. Latest discussion on timely topics in
Science, Invention, Discovery, Industry, etc. The strongest
serial of the season, " WHO OWNS THE EARTH,"
appears in the February issue. Just mail the Coupon.

American School of Correspondence, Chicago,U.S.A.

FREE OFFER COUPON
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE:

Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for FREE
examination, alsoT. W. for 1 year. I will send $2 00 within
five days and $2 00 a month until I have paid $18.60; other-
wise I will notify you and hold the books subject to your
order. Title not to pass until fully paid.

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER

(MOD. ELEC. 2-oo.)

When writing please

At
Twenty
plan fir
Sixty!

YOUNG MAN! Are you content
with your present position ? Is it

d,

secure
against the fellow who plans and studies
after office hours ? Have you a goo

s

hold on a big, life-long job ? Are you for-

tified against the "age limit"?

Sit down and think these questions.Your
seriously. Don't try to fool yourself.outurse

lfinner consciousness will find and tell

what you really are.
How much can you save out of $15.00

or $20.00 a week. Are you ever

"broke"? Do you borrow to tide
over till next pay day ? Are you going to
allow this to go on without becoming trained
along special lines so you can command a
large and satisfactory salary ?

The training you receive from the
American School's Home Study Courses
will so increase your value to the firm that

you will be proof against age limitations-
the years beyond 60 will be provided for

before you reach the "three score- period.

Write for our valuable bulletin describing

our complete Engineering Courses -sent

free for the coupon. There is no obligation

attached to this. We employ no agents or

solicitors.

We Help Men Help Themselves

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

Chicago, U. S. A.
_______

------------ - - - - -

FREE INFORMATION COUPON

American School of Correspondence, chteaso:

Please send me free your valuable 200..page Bul-

letin of engineering information and advise me how

I can qualify for position marked X.

..Electrical Engineer

..Draftsman

..Civil Engineer

..Mechanical Engr.

..Stationary Engr.
. .Structu rat Engineer
..Munieipal Engineer
..Railroad Engineer
..Structural Drafts'n

..Teletione EnsiPe
.Heating &Vent s

troir.

..Plumber
.Architect

ngi1:ee er
HydraulicTextiBgs1'tn D fro

Sheet distal ;0Irs;

.Sanitary

---------
NAME_______________ _ ---------------------------

ADDRESS ................................

mention "Modern

... ..

OCCUPATION .................... -
................

MOD. ELECT. 2-09

Electries."
11 Modern Electrics" gL rantees the reliability of its advertisers.


